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Abstract 

Shellfish beds in the Chesapeake Bay region are being contaminated with 

fecal coliform bacteria which can cause the beds to be closed to harvesting. The 

cause of the bacteria contamination is basically unknown but has been hypothesized 

to be coming from non-point sources of pollution. The suggested source of the 

bacteria is on-site waste disposal systems (OSWDS) including septic tanks.Septic 

tank effluent (STE) may be transported through the soil and contaminate the 

groundwater. Submarine groundwater discharge (SGWD) may then be providing a 

conduit into the estuary for the bacteria. Data of OSWDS locations was not 

available, thus the groundwater transport mechanism was the focus of the study. A 

comprehensive analysis was performed on fecal coliform concentration measurements 

taken from 1981 through 1992 in the Chesapeake Bay region. In all, over 191,000 

bacteria concentration measurements in the main database were considered. 

An analysis of various hydrological factors was made to determine how much 

these factors affected the bacteria most probable number (MPN) concentration levels. 

Subsets of the data consisting of heavy rain events, low tide and high tide were 

analyzed which had geometric mean bacteria MPN concentrations of 16.1 fecal 

coliforms (FC) / 100 mL, 9.4 FC / 100 mL, and 6.9 FC / 100 mL respectively 

compared to an overall geometric mean of 7.8 FC / 100 mL. Of the factors analyzed, 

rain events and tidal elevation had the most affect on bacteria MPN levels. Other 

factors analyzed were secchi depth, salinity, season, and water temperature. 

Additional data was available for Virginia's Eastern Shore including soil 

permeability, hydraulic gradient and land use which allowed for a more detailed 

analysis of samples taken in this area. A multiple regression correlation on bacteria 

MPN measurements with water quality data of the Eastern Shore yielded an R* value 

of 22.2% which does not statistically link groundwater transport and high bacteria 

counts. Many factors, which were calculated using a geographic information system 

(GIS), were examined, including near shore soil permeability, season, and surface 

area of water within a 400 meter radius, to determine their contribution to high



area of water within a 400 meter radius, to determine their contribution to high 

bacteria concentration measurements. The factors used in the multiple regression 

were near shore soil permeability, near shore soil Darcy velocity, near shore soil 

hydraulic gradient, proximity to shoreline, proximity to wastewater treatment plant, 

rain in the last two days prior to sample collection, runoff event occurrence, salinity, 

season, urban land use, agricultural land use, pasture land use, surface area of water 

in a 400 meter radius, tide elevation, and water temperature. Of these factors, 

distance upstream, rain, tide and season were determined to have the highest effect 

on geometric mean bacteria concentrations. 

Groundwater transport could not be statistically linked to high bacteria MPN 

counts. Thus OSWDS can not be linked as the source of the contamination. Further 

research on a more local basis is necessary to examine the relationship between 

OSWDS usage and bacteria MPN levels. A GIS proved to be a very important tool 

for examining the effects of the different data sets. 
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I. Introduction 

Problem Statement 

The Chesapeake Bay is a large and very important bay to the fishing industry 

and the economy of the Eastern Virginia area. A key component of this fishing 

industry is the farming and harvesting of shellfish - clams, mussels and oysters. 

The National Shellfish Sanitation Program (NSSP) has condemned 99,236 

acres of shellfish beds, or potential shellfish beds as of July 1, 1993 on coastal 

waters of Virginia due to fecal coliform contamination (Stroube, 1993). There were a 

total of about 1,295,000 acres of approved shellfish growing waters in Virginia in 

1985 (van der Leeden et al., 1990). The amount of condemned shellfish waters is up 

from 62,272 in 1970. Figure 1 shows the amount of condemned shellfish acres over 

time. In Figure 1, it should be noted that on February 1, 1976 (note 1) there is a 

"spike" representing the largest amount of acres condemned. This "spike" was caused 

by a short term closure of some shellfish bed sites on the James River due to a 

Kepone spill. On January 1, 1984 (note 2), shellfish beds were closed in buffer zones 

created around two (2) new wastewater treatment plants. Also, beginning July 1, 

1990 (note 3), the condemnations were increased due to the implementation of more 

strict revised NSSP guidelines. Since 1990, the total area of condemned shellfish 

beds appears to be gradually increasing. 

Currently, there is no identifiable source for the fecal coliform contamination 

On-Site Waste Disposal Systems (OSWDS) are hypothesized to be a non-point 

source for this contamination. OSWDS are a known source for fecal coliform 

bacteria, however the extent of the contamination is unknown. Ideally, OSWDS 

remove coliform contamination by spreading septic output over a wide area in the 

vadose (unsaturated) zone so that the soil can adsorb it. However, elevated water 

tables, which are predominant in Virginia's Coastal Plain, can reduce OSWDS 

efficiency. Groundwater can reach shellfish beds via submarine groundwater
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Figure 1: Total acres of condemned shellfish beds or potential shellfish beds vs. time 

discharge (SGWD). The movement of groundwater into open surface waters is 

SGWD as shown in Figure 2. The discharge rate varies with time and is affected by 

tidal elevation, rain, and soil permeability. It has been shown that groundwater can 

carry contaminants, such as nitrogen, phosphorus and pesticides with it into an 

estuary and the potential for bacterial transport may exist as well.
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Figure 2: Submarine groundwater discharge (Source: Wynn, 1993) 

Study Area 

The study area consists of the Coastal Plain of Virginia including the entire 

Eastern Shore region as illustrated in Figure 3. The study area is characterized by 

sandy soil, and low water table depths. The counties included in the study and an 

approximate number of sampling stations within each county are listed in Table 24 

on page 63.
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Objectives 

The primary objective of this research was to test for a link between 

submarine groundwater discharge (SGWD) and the most probable number (MPN) of 

bacteria levels in waters on the Coastal Plain of Virginia. OSWDS are a potential 

source of fecal coliform contamination of the groundwater. The most likely transport 

mechanism for bacteria from OSWDS is SGWD. Because the locations of OSWDS 

are unknown, the primary emphasis in this research was to link SGWD and high 

bacteria MPN levels. In order to link the two (2), the effects of other factors had to 

be taken into account, leading to the development of other objectives. The secondary 

objectives of the research include the following:



1. Test if bacteria MPN levels are related to urban development. 

2. Identify and characterize the effect of other factors, such as rainfall and soil 

permeability, on bacteria MPN levels. 

3. Determine if bacteria MPN levels have been increasing over time. 

4, Establish a GIS/database system suitable for monitoring shellfish bacteria 

MPN levels. 

The result of this work can be used by policy makers when making decisions 

concerning development including determining setback distances for OSWDS, and 

building permit allowances. If OSWDS are truly the problem, then their use can be 

limited. This work can also be used by Virginia shellfish task force personnel to 

better understand the factors that impact on bacteria MPN levels.



II. Literature Review 

Chesapeake Bay Watershed 

The study area lies primarily in the Chesapeake Bay region of Virginia. The 

Chesapeake Bay consists of some 64,000 square miles of land which feed water into 

the bay (Orvos and Cairns, 1990). The watershed is drained by four (4) major rivers 

in Virginia: the James River, the Rappahhanock River, the York River and the 

Potomac River. The mouth of the bay touches the Atlantic Ocean. The bay begins at 

the mouth in Virginia and extends up through Maryland. It is bordered on the East 

by the Eastern Shore of Virginia and Maryland and on the West by the East Coast of 

Virginia and Maryland or the Western Shore. 

The Eastern Shore of Virginia is a separate peninsula off the East Coast of 

Virginia that is nearly 70 miles (113 kilometers) long and covers 695 square miles 

(1800 square kilometers) (Richardson, 1992). Groundwater usage on the Eastern 

Shore of Virginia is estimated to be about 5 million gallons per day (19 million liters 

per day) (Richardson, 1992). The groundwater is supplied from three (3) separate 

confined aquifers: the upper, middle, and lower Yorktown-Eastover aquifers and the 

overlying unconfined Columbia aquifer (Richardson, 1992). These aquifers are listed 

in Table 1 and illustrated in Figure 4. The groundwater itself consists of fresh water 

to a depth of about 300 feet (91 meters) where it becomes salty (with a chloride level 

of 250 milligrams per liter) (Richardson, 1992). The Eastern Shore has an average 

annual rainfall of 43 inches (109 centimeters) of which an estimated 12 inches (30 

centimeters) recharges the Columbia aquifer. The remainder is lost to either 

evapotranspiration or run-off (Richardson, 1992). 

Many hydrogeological characteristics of the Eastern Shore have been 

determined in discrete sections using a combination of field measurements, laboratory 

measurements, and estimation (Richardson, 1992).



Table 1: Eastern Shore groundwater aquifers 
  

  

  

  

  

    

Name Type Depth 

ft 

Lower Yorktown-Eastover Aquifer confined 340 

Middle Yorktown-Eastover Aquifer | confined 280 

Upper Yorktown-Eastover Aquifer confined 180 

Columbia Aquifer unconfined 70        
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The Western Shore of the Chesapeake bay has a more complicated 

groundwater system than the Eastern Shore. The ground water originates from some 

eight (8) aquifers as listed in Table 2 and illustrated in Figure 5. These aquifers are 

not parallel to the surface and all reach the surface at some location as can be seen in 

Figure 5. 

Table 2: Western Shore groundwater aquifers 
  ——— 

Aquifer name Type 
  

Lower Potomac Aquifer confined 
  

Middle Potomac Aquifer | confined 
  

Upper Potomac Aquifer confined 
  

  

  

  

  

Brightseat Aquifer confined 

Aquia Aquifer confined 

Chickahominy Aquifer confined 

Yorktown Aquifer both 

Columbia Aquifer unconfined         
Harsh and Laczniak (1990) extensively examined the aquifer system on the 

East Coast of Virginia as well as North Carolina and up through Long Island, New 

York. They used groundwater models to explore the effects of pumping the 

groundwater for public use. They found that pumping has caused large cones of 

depression in confined aquifers which have lowered groundwater levels and caused 

groundwater to flow towards the center of major pumping cites. Groundwater flow 

into nearby streams and coastal waters was also shown to have decreased by about 

105 Mgal/day, about the same amount as the groundwater that is pumped from the 

multi-aquifer system. A sensitivity analysis showed that the groundwater levels are 

more sensitive to decreases in transmissivity and vertical hydraulic gradient than 

corresponding increases. 

Hydrological characteristics of the Western Shore are not well known due to
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Figure 5: Aquifers beneath the Western Shore (Source: Harsh and Laczniak, 1990) 

the complexity of the multi-aquifer system. This area is highly heterogeneous which 

makes measuring hydrological values more difficult. As such, digital data in this 

region is generally not available for many hydrological factors. Efforts are currently 

underway to digitally characterize this region (Harsh and Laczniak, 1990). 
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Submarine Groundwater Discharge 

Submarine groundwater discharge (SGWD) can be defined as groundwater 

which is released directly into a body of water. SGWD is a very important 

contributor of water into the Chesapeake Bay. It has been estimated that SGWD is 

the largest single source, by an order of magnitude, of water influx into the bay 

(Simmons and Reay, 1990). SGWD is caused by a gradient of water head pointed 

towards the estuary. The tide can significantly alter the gradient and cause SGWD. 

Other factors such as rain can cause SGWD by increasing the water head in the 

aquifer. Related to this is the permeability of the soil which determines how rapidly 

water can infiltrate into the aquifer. 

SGWD can be a source of fresh water into an estuary. However if the aquifer 

has become contaminated, then the estuary too can become contaminated. A study by 

Reay et al. (1992) has shown that a link exists between surface water quality and 

local land use. The authors concluded that groundwater discharge was the transport 

mechanism for nitrogen into the estuary. Another study by Dietrich et al. (in press) 

concluded that "SGWD is a potential contaminant transport mechanism to surface 

waters. " Coastal areas along the Chesapeake Bay have a high potential for 

contaminated SGWD due to elevated water table heights, highly permeable sandy 

soil and flat topographic features which reduce rain runoff potential (Reay et al., 

1992). 

In his thesis work, Wynn (1993) characterized Virginia's Eastern Shore with 

respect to contamination potential from submarine groundwater discharge, based on 

available soils data, hydraulic gradient data, and land use data. Among the 

conclusions obtained were that the Chesapeake Bay side of the Eastern Shore had 

about an order of magnitude more contaminated discharge than the Atlantic Ocean 

side due mainly to soils with high permeability on the bay side. Wynn noted that a 

GIS was an invaluable tool to analyze a vast amount of data and is useful for making 

large scale conclusions as well as for analyzing smaller areas in great detail. He also 
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notes that conclusions generated from a GIS analysis should be tempered by the 

accuracy of the input data. Wynn's work provides a basis for the correlations 

performed in the analysis of this work. 

The effects of season on groundwater discharge has been reported in research 

by Staver and Brinsfield (1990). They show that higher levels of SGWD occur 

during Winter and Spring. Higher SGWD rates are caused primarily by higher 

recharge rates, higher upland hydraulic gradients, higher precipitation rates, and lower 

levels of evapotranspiration during this period. Since the amount of water in an 

aquifer stays relatively constant, higher recharge rates mean higher groundwater 

discharge rates. 

The tide was shown to have a great effect on the groundwater discharge rates 

(Staver and Brinsfield, 1990). High tide favors movement of surface water into the 

aquifer due to hydraulic gradient changes, while low tide favors movement of 

groundwater into the estuary. This tidal fluctuation causes variability in groundwater 

discharge rates. 

Staver and Brinsfield (1990) noted that the flow rate of SGWD is an 

important factor for determining groundwater protection strategies. Tidal variation 

and rain events, along with the aquifer characteristics affect the SGWD rate. 

However, the volume of an unconfined aquifer is often greater than the average 

annual recharge or discharge rates. Thus several years may pass before groundwater 

quality is changed by reducing contaminant loading rates on the system (Staver and 

Brinsfield, 1990). 

The role of SGWD has been examined in more detail in two (2) small regions 

in the Eastern Shore by Simmons (1988). One of the regions was near high density 

human population with little to no plant buffering and the other near agricultural land 

with excellent plant buffering. Surface water near the populated area had higher 

levels of ammonia and phosphates than that near the agricultural area. Simmons 

(1988) suggested that SGWD could be contributing to the high contaminant levels. 

Simmons (1988) noted that the effect of SGWD is a site specific factor. 
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Groundwater Contamination Due to OSWDS 

On-site waste disposal systems (OQSWDS) are a means of treating sewage 

from residences. The most common type of OSWDS used in the United States is a 

conventional gravity flow system. About 24% of the total residences in the United 

States use an OSWDS to treat their sewage (Reneau et al., 1989). In Virginia, some 

31.6% of the population use an OSWDS (van der Leeden et al., 1990). The primary 

components of an OSWDS are a septic tank, a distribution box, and a subsurface soil 

absorption system (SAS) (Reneau et al, 1989). Gravity provides a means of transport 

for wastewater sludge both into and out of the OSWDS. The septic tank itself acts as 

a holding chamber for sludge where anaerobic digestion can occur. Septic tank 

effluent (STE) contains high numbers of biological contaminants for distribution 

through the distribution box to the SAS. 

The SAS consists of trenches in the soil and pipes with holes to release the 

STE. Uneven distribution of STE can cause elevated bacteria loading rates to a small 

portion of the SAS. Elevated loading rates increase the potential for groundwater 

contamination (Reneau et al., 1989). 

Currently the horizontal distance from the OSWDS to a water source (the 

setback distance) is regulated to prevent groundwater contamination. Current 

regulations require setback distances ranging from 15 to 91 meters (Yates and Yates, 

1989). However studies have shown that even 91 meters may not be sufficient for 

complete bacteria removal. Yates and Yates (1989) found that up to a 300 meter 

setback distance can be required for virus removal. Evidence of "long distance" 

(greater than 30.5 meters) travel of bacteria was reported by Chen (1988), who cited 

"large cracks in the soil, intensive rainfall, steep slope, and/or an impermeable soil 

layer" as transport mechanisms for long distance travel. 

The vertical distance below an OSWDS is an important factor for 

groundwater contamination consideration. Reneau and Pettry (1975) reported a 

maximum vertical travel distance of 4.3 meters for bacteria in the coastal plain of 
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Virginia. Brown et al. (1979) reported a maximum vertical travel distance of 1.20 

meters in three (3) different soil types, one of which had an 80% sand content. 

Cogger et al. (1988) noted that the design distance from the septic tank trenches to 

the seasonally high water table was often inadequate for coliform removal because 

the water table often rose higher than expected during high rain periods. The most 

important factor cited for proper treatment of STE is to place an OSWDS on soil 

which is suitable for microorganism removal (Reneau et al., 1989; Hagedorn 1984). 

A low pressure distribution (LPD) septic system has been recommended for 

use in soils where the depth to unsuitable soils is shallow (Reneau et al, 1989; 

Ijzerman et al., 1992). In a LPD system, trenches are placed in the top 30 centimeters 

of the ground where the soil is most biologically active. Such a system 1s designed to 

more evenly distribute the STE. Poor distribution of STE can cause a build up which 

increases the potential for groundwater contamination (Reneau et al, 1989). 

Fecal Coliform Bacteria 

Escherichia coli (E. coli), or fecal coliform bacteria, are described in detail in 

a number of references including Lamanna et al. (1973), Davis et al. (1980), and 

Cruickshank et al. (1973). The E. coli bacteria is common in the gut of humans and 

warm blooded animals (Cruickshank et al, 1973). They enter the environment : 

through feces and can survive, without growth, for a few weeks outside of the body 

(Cruickshank et al, 1973). Hagedorn (1978) reports that £. coli have survived over 32 

days in significant quantities after initially being released into the environment. Allen 

(1980) reports an E. coli life span of up to one (1) month in the soil. Some of the 

biologically distinguishing characteristics of E. coli include Gram-negative (a test 

indicating little resistance to decolorization by certain chemicals), motile, and non- 

spore forming bacillus. Some E£. coli strains can be pathenogenic outside of the colon 

and can cause gastro-enteritis in infants and urinary tract infections (Cruickshank et 

al, 1973). Allen (1980) cites that 42% of disease outbreaks due to groundwater 
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contamination were caused by domestic waste effluent (i.e. from OSWDS). 

Bacteria cannot be modeled effectively with a half-life like radioactive 

isotopes. Bacteria can reproduce which changes their numbers and can die off for a 

variety of reasons besides age. Among the more important factors are the amount of 

food available, the presence of predator organisms and the temperature (Simmons, 

1993). Thus, the bacteria have a variable life span whose average depends strongly 

on the surrounding environment. 

Escherichia coli bacteria have a diameter of 1 um (10° meters) (Lamanna et 

al., 1973), which is much smaller than the average sand particle which is on the 

order of 1 millimeter (10° meters) in size (Eckenfelder, 1991). For comparison, 

viruses are on the order of 100 nanometers (10° meters) in size (Davis et al., 1980). 

Bacteria Transport 

The transport of bacteria to the water from land could occur via one of two 

methods. First it could be transported through the ground, either from the surface or 

from an underground source such as an OSWDS, into the underlying aquifer. From 

there, the bacteria could be carried into an adjacent water body via SGWD. Second, 

bacteria could be transported from a surface source into an adjacent water body via 

surface runoff from rain. Bacteria transport from land to the water must be occurring, 

so mode of transport (SGWD or runoff) is an important issue. 

The factors that need to be considered as well as problems associated with 

modeling bacteria transport have been examined by Harvey (1989), Matthess et al. 

(1988) and Hagedorn (1978). The primary factors affecting bacteria transport are 

mode of transport, bacteria type including growth rate, lysis (reasons for bacteria 

death), geological characteristics, and hydrological characteristics (Harvey, 1978). 

Rain was shown to have a positive effect on the distance travelled and the number of 

bacteria that were present in the sampling sites (Hagedorn, 1978). Matthess et al. 

(1988) suggest that bacteria elimination at the source is the best way to protect a 
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water source from bacterial contamination. 

Walker et al. (1990) modeled bacteria levels in water with and without 

animal waste management practices. The authors found that areas with a great 

amount of agricultural land can cause fecal coliform bacteria levels to exceed safety 

limits proposed by the U.S. E.P.A. in waters in the local watershed. The limits 

currently are 200 fecal coliform (FC) bacteria per 100 mL for recreational water use, 

and 14 FC / 100 mL for shellfish harvesting water. Walker et al. (1990) determined, 

using a computer model, that long term storage of animal waste (for 6 months) or 

incorporation of animal wastes into the soil were sufficient to reduce bacteria levels 

in the water to below the recreational standard. The use of vegetative filter strips was 

predicted to reduce the bacteria levels in water, but not below safe levels for 

recreational use. The computer model was, however, limited in several ways. First, 

the model is not field tested because sufficient data were not yet available. Second, 

the model was site specific to a single watershed in Fauquier County, Virginia 

(Walker et al., 1990). 

Regulations Conceming Fecal Coliform Bacteria 

The National Shellfish Sanitation Program (NSSP) Manual (U.S. Department 4 

of Health and Human Services, 1990) outlines the criteria for approval of shellfish 

growing sites. The manual outlines both required sampling procedure and required 

statistical analysis of coliform measurements which indicate approval. The estimated 

90th percentile and geometric mean of the log of the MPN bacteria count are used in 

the determination of approval or non-approval as described below. 

The shellfish beds are sampled at periodic times to determine the amount of 

contamination over the beds. In general, at least five (5) water samples must be 

collected from every sampling station in the sampling area per year for at least three 

(3) years. Remote areas can have different sampling frequencies. The sampling 

stations must be placed such that they are close to known point and non-point 
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sources of contamination and are taken during times of adverse contamination 

conditions (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 1990). 

Geometric mean: 

The geometric mean of the fecal coliform most probable number (MPN) 

cannot exceed 14 fecal coliforms (FC) per 100 mL over the sampling period. The 

geometric mean can be calculated with equation (1) (U.S. Department of Health and 

Human Services, 1990). 

> logix)) (1) 

Geometric Mean = 10 "% 
  

Where, 

m I Bacteria MPN of sample 1 

n = Number of samples taken 

Estimated 90th percentile: 

Given a data set, the estimated 90th percentile is the data value below which 

90 percent of the data values fall. The estimated 90th percentile must be less than 43 

FC / 100 mL for a five (5) tube test, or 49 FC / 100 mL for a three (3) tube test 

(which was used for the data set examined) (U.S. Department of Health and Human 

Services, 1990). The estimated 90th percentile is defined by equation (2) (U.S. 

Department of Health and Human Services, 1990). 

Est. 90th = 10°78 SPs * *s (2) 

Where, 

SD = Standard deviation of the log of the sample measurements log 
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Xiog = Mean of the log of the sample measurements 

The Effect of Rain 

Rain has been shown to increase both concentration levels in sampling sites 

and underground travel distance of bacteria (Hagedom, 1978). Some work has been 

done on defining the extent of a rain event. The effect of rain is important to this 

study because it can transport bacteria via either surface runoff or SGWD due to 

aquifer recharge. 

Hirotani et al. (1992) examined the relationship between surface water 

bacteria counts and rainfall. They developed a term to take into account the effects of 

a rain event from previous days rain on a bacteria reading. This term is called the 

effective precipitation and is defined in equation (3) (Hirotani et al., 1992). 

    Pointim) = “Pt + nD, + niet +... + “P, (3) 

where, 

i = Current day 

n = Total number of days accounted for 

Pp; = Precipitation on day i (in) 

P = Total effective precipitation (in) 

Equation (3) linearly reduces the effects of rain for every day that has passed up to 

the number of days accounted for, n. (Hirotani et al., 1992). 

Rubin and Steinhardt (1963) examined soil and water relationships during rain 

events. The authors note that in reality they are very complicated but depend on the 

soil permeability, rain intensity, and soil moisture content. The basic result was that a 

run-off event, or ponding, will not occur unless the rain fall rate exceeds the 
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saturated permeability in the soil. Experimental results (Rubin et al., 1964) matched 

closely with the theory. Some differences occurred for high intensity rain events with 

respect to the depth of infiltration into the ground. The theory predicted deeper 

infiltration than what the experimental results showed (Rubin et al, 1964). 

Geographic Information Systems 

A geographic information system (GIS) can be defined as a computer based 

system that provides the ability to input, store, retrieve, manipulate, analyze and 

output georeferenced data (Aronoff, 1991). A GIS is useful for dealing with large 

amounts of geographic data which could not otherwise be analyzed manually 

(Aronoff, 1991). There are two basic methods of the storing the information: raster 

and vector based models. In a raster model, a rigidly defined grid is used to represent 

the data. Each cell in the grid can have characteristics assigned to it representing 

various attributes such as elevation, soil conductivity, hydraulic gradient, etc. In a 

vector model, the extent and location of a characteristic or feature are defined. For 

example, a line can be defined by storing the endpoints using a vector model. In a 

raster model, each cell in the grid would have to be set to indicate whether or not the 

line passes through it. The vector approach tends to be more flexible and more space 

efficient in terms of storage. A raster approach limits the resolution of the data but 

lends itself to some applications such as input of satellite images. Many GIS 

packages can handle both types of information. 

Currently GISs have been implemented to study many different topics 

including the following: 

Agriculture planning (Aronoff, 1991) 

Contaminant monitoring (McNiff et al., 1992) 

Environmental monitoring (Peabody and Hanscom, 1992) 

Environmental planning (Schaller, 1992) 

Forest land evaluation planning (DeMers, 1992) 

Groundwater vulnerability to contamination characterization (Clarke et al., 
1992) 

7. Groundwater analysis (Paulsen et al., 1992) 
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10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 
18. 

Groundwater remediation (Hammock and Lorenz, 1992) 

Integrated coastal zone management (van Genderen, 1992) 

Lake biology modeling (Jensen et al., 1992) 

Land use planning (Folving et al., 1992) (Bright, 1992) 

Land classification (Klemas et al., 1992) 

Land reclamation strategy planning (Younos et al., 1993) 

Pollutant discharge prediction (Pearson and Wheaton, 1993) 

Resource exploration (Moon, 1993) 

Submarine groundwater discharge (Wynn, 1993) 
Watershed analysis (Fluck et al., 1992) 

GISs have been applied to the examination of non-point sources of pollution 

by Flagg et al. (1990). The authors cite that a GIS is the essential framework 

required for developing tools to control non-point sources of pollution. Tim et al. 

(1990) found that a GIS was "a very useful tool" for determining best management 

practice (BMP) of watersheds to control non-point sources of pollution. A GIS has 

been applied to other non-point source pollution problems in forest management (Lull 

and Potts, 1990) and watershed analysis (Brodeur, 1990). 

Pearson and Wheaton (1993) noted some of the basic problems inherent with 

a GIS model as well as the benefits. The biggest problem cited was the integration of 

data with different accuracies, formats, and precision. The authors noted that a GIS 

can save a great deal of time and can automate many routine functions (Pearson and 

Wheaton, 1993). 
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Ill. Methods 

Terminology 

Some of the words and phrases that will be referred to often in the text are 

described below. Some of the definitions refer to other definitions on the list. 

Bacteria database: A dBase database file which contains raw data of the sampled 

bacteria MPN measurements. If the database is a subset of the complete database, it 

will sometimes be referred to as a {factor} bacteria database, or simply a {factor} 

database. For example, the database which contains only measurements taken during 

high tide is referred to as the high tide bacteria database, or high tide database. 

Geometric standard deviation: Denotes the anti-log of the standard deviation of the 

log base 10 bacteria MPN values. In other words, the data was converted to the log 

scale, upon which calculations were performed, then the numbers were converted 

back to a linear scale. 

Geometric mean: Denotes the anti-log of the mean of the log base 10 bacteria MPN 

values. Although commonly used, geometric means are not the true means if the data 

are log normally distributed. 

Map: A sampling area consisting of a number of sampling stations which are 

grouped together by proximity. The maps were defined by the Virginia State Water 

Control Board. 

MPN: Acronym for "most probable number". This will always be associated with 

bacteria concentration levels where it means the most probable number of bacteria 

present in a given volume. In this document, bacteria MPN is always expressed in 
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number of bacteria per 100 milliliters (4 / 100 mL). 

Sampling station: An ideally static location on the water where bacteria MPN 

samples are taken. 

Station database: Short for summary statistics database by station. See also the 

definition for a summary Statistics database. 

Station name: A unique name consisting of the map and sampling station. For 

example, station number 5 in map 6 Is referred to as station '006: 05'. This notation 

was used to give each sampling station a globally unique name for identification 

purposes. 

Summary statistics database: A dBase database file with contains a statistical 

summary of a bacteria database based on some geographical feature. A summary 

statistics database will usually be based on station, but can also be based on map or 

county. The summary statistics include the minimum, maximum, mean, geometric 

mean, standard deviation, and geometric standard deviation of the bacteria MPN. The 

statistical summary includes all data points in the geographic region over the time 

period that the data covers. For example, the summary statistics database for high 

tide would be the high tide summary statistics database. Such a database is often 

called a station database if the statistics are based on station location. So in the high 

tide example, it would be called the high tide station database. 

Source Data 

The data analyzed for this project has come from a variety of sources as 

shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Data sources 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

          

[ Data Type Source 

Bacteria Data Virginia Water Control Board 

Digital County Maps Atlas GIS’ 

Digital Land Use Data VirGIS? 

Digital Shoreline Maps USGS’, modified VirGIS* 

Digital Soils Data VirGIS? 

Hydrologic data Virginia Water Control Board 

Sampling Station Locations Virginia Water Control Board 

Topographic Maps USGS? 7.5' quad maps 

Wastewater Treatment Plant Locations EPA STORET database’ 

| ‘Atlas GIS" is digital maps that were included with the Atlas Geographic 

Information Systems software package (explained in the next section) used for 

spatial analysis. 
"VirGIS' is the Virginia Geographic Information System Project. 

'USGS' is the United States Geological Survey digital coastline survey maps. 
* "Modified VirGIS' is a VirGIS raster based digital map of the Eastern Shore which 

has manual corrections performed by Wynn (1993). 

> ‘EPA STORET database’ is the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency STORET 
database. 

Bacterial data: 

The bacteria data set from the Virginia State Water Control Board consists of 

the most probable number (MPN) of E. coli (fecal coliform) bacteria using a three 

(3) tube test. The analysis method is detailed in Standard Methods starting at section 

9010 A (Greenberg, 1992). The minimum detectable limit (MDL) of the test is 1.1 

bacteria per 100 mL (Greenberg, 1992). The data set consists of samples taken from 

August 3, 1981 until December 4, 1992. There were a total of 191,910 individual 

bacteria sample readings in the database. 

Digital land use data: 

Digital land use data for the Eastern Shore was obtained from VirGIS in 

raster format and converted into vector Atlas GIS format by Wynn (1993). The land 
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use data used in the analysis is a classification of the Eastern Shore into urban, 

agricultural, and pasture lands. 

Digital shoreline data: 

Digital shoreline data comes from a combination of sources. For encoding the 

spatial location of the sampling stations, the digital shore maps used came from 

USGS digital line graph hydrology layers at 1:100,000 scale. However on the Eastern 

Shore for the multiple regression analysis (described in detail later), VirGIS digital 

shore maps which were modified by Wynn (1993) to remove irregularities were used. 

Digital soils data: 

Digital soils data for the Eastern Shore was obtained from VirGIS. The soils 

data originally was obtained for VirGIS in raster format and translated by Wynn 

(1993) into vector Atlas GIS format. The soils data consists of soil hydraulic 

conductivity and other soil characteristics which were not used in the analysis. 

Hydrologic data: 

The data set from the Virginia State Water Control Board also contains the 

following hydrologic data (which are described in more detail later): 

Daily rainfall 

Secchi depth measurements 

Surface wind speed 

Surface water salinity 

Tide levels 
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Water temperature 

Sampling station locations: 

The sampling station locations were digitized from USGS 7.5' 1:24,000 scale 

topographic maps with their locations, as defined by the Virginia State Water Control 
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Board, using a Numonics 2200 series digitizing tablet. While every attempt was 

made to have the highest accuracy, the locations of the sampling stations are not 

exactly correct due to errors in the digitization process and the fact that the sampling 

station locations are located on the water where an exact location is difficult to 

pinpoint. Further, some of the sampling stations listed in the bacteria database could 

not be found on the maps with the sampling station locations. The data from 

sampling stations whose locations were not known were still used in parts of the 

analysis, but do not show up in any of the figures displaying sampling station data. 

Also, there was a significant number of sampling stations on the topographic maps, 

but which had no bacteria data in the given bacteria databases. These stations are 

basically ignored in the analysis. All of these stations are listed in Appendix A - 

Sampling Station Inconsistencies. 

Computer System 

Basic analysis of the data was performed on an IBM PC compatible computer 

with an 80486 microprocessor (486) and a math co-processor. The computer is 

equipped with 16 Megabytes of RAM and a 600 Megabyte hard drive for storage of 

which about 200 Megabytes were devoted to this project. The operating system was 

Microsoft Disk Operating System (MS-DOS) version 5.00 running Microsoft 

Windows (MS-Windows) version 3.1. 

Software Used 

The software used in the analysis was a combination of many powerful 

programs operating in both the MS-DOS and MS-Windows environments. For spatial 

analysis, Atlas GIS version 2.1 (Strategic Mapping, Inc., 1993) was employed. For 

database manipulation, FoxPro version 1.02 (Fox Software, Inc., 1990) was used. 

Statistical calculations were computed using both Foxpro version 1.02 (Fox Software, 
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Inc., 1990) and Systat for Windows version 5.0 (Systat, Inc., 1993). Some of the 

plots generated were produced using Quattro Pro for Windows version 4.0 and 5.0 

(Borland International, Inc., 1993). A brief description of these computer software 

packages follows. 

Atlas GIS: 

Atlas GIS is a PC based GIS software package which is capable of 

performing input, storage, manipulation and output of spatial referenced data. It is 

only capable of dealing with two (2) dimensional data constructs and cannot handle 

temporal elements. However it can store an indefinite amount of information about 

objects, limited only by the memory and storage capacity of the computer system. 

Object information is stored in an "attribute" file which is directly compatible with 

dBase III format database files. 

FoxPro: 

FoxPro is a database program which is capable of performing some relational 

database functions which link together two or more database files based on one or 

more characteristics, or database fields. FoxPro supplemented the database 

capabilities of Atlas GIS which does not have any relational database capabilities. 

FoxPro also proved to be much faster at manipulating the data (by at least an order 

of magnitude) than Atlas GIS. FoxPro is completely compatible with dBase III 

format database files that can be used with Atlas GIS. 

Systat for Windows: 

Systat is a statistical analysis program which is capable of handling large 

amounts of information. Systat was used in the linear regression and multiple linear 

regression analyses. Systat is capable of importing from and exporting to dBase III 

format database files. 
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Quattro Pro for Windows: 

Quattro Pro is a spreadsheet package which can handle large data sets of 

numbers very effectively. Its ability to easily create standard line plots was exploited 

to graph some of the data. Quattro Pro can import and export many types of files 

including dBase III format database files. 

Original Database Structure 

There were two (2) primary types of database files in the original database 

structure, bacteria databases and hydrological databases. There was one bacteria 

database for each map area, each of which contain bacteria MPN sample 

measurements for every sampling station in the map. There was also one 

hydrological database file for each map area, which contained additional measured 

characteristics for a much smaller number of sampling stations. These two (2) 

database types are described in more detail below. 

Original bacteria database structure: 

The original bacteria data was in the form of 117 single database files in 

dBase III format with anywhere from zero (0) to 192 records in each. Each database 

represented an area of sampling station locations (a map) and had a variable number 

of fields depending on the number of sampling stations in the map. An example of 

one of the original database files is shown in Table 4. The 'DATE' field represents 

the date of sampling. The 'COPIED' field was ignored for analysis purposes. The rest 

of the fields represent sampling stations. For example, field 'FC1' represents fecal 

coliform sampling at station 1. This particular database was called BACT1.DBF 

which was renamed to BACT001.DBF and represented sampling area number one 

(1). It contains 93 records which correspond to the number of samples taken at each 

of the sampling stations. 
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Table 4: Original bacteria database structure for map 1 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

# | FieldName | Type | Width | Dec’ 
1 | DATE Date 8 - 

2 | COPIED Character 1 - 

3|FC1 Numeric 6 1 

4|FC2 Numeric 6 1 

5 | FC3 Numeric 6 ] 

6 | FC4 Numeric 6 1 

7) FCS Numeric 6 1 

8 | FC6 Numeric 6 1 

9| FC7 Numeric 6 1 

10|FC7A Numeric 6 1 

11 | FC7B Numeric 6 1 

12 | FC7C Numeric 6 1 

|} 13}FC7D Numeric 6 1 

14| FC7E Numeric 6 1 

15|FC8 Numeric 6 1 

16 | FC9 Numeric 6 1 

17|FC10 Numeric 6 1 

18}FC11 Numeric 6 1 

19} FC12 Numeric 6 1 

20 | FC13 Numeric 6 1               
' "Dec' denotes the number of digits stored after a decimal point. 

Original hydrological database structure: 

The data in the original hydrological databases come from sample collections 

at a few sampling stations within each map for each sampling date. Hydrological 

data was not always obtained for some sampling runs, especially in early sampling 

dates. There was one dBase III format for each map area. The structure of the 

hydrological databases varied by map but they consisted of essentially the same 

fields as listed in Table 5 which shows the hydrological database structure for map 
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11. The differences between the hydrological databases are in the number of tide 

samples taken, the number of water temperature / salinity readings taken, and the 

number of secchi depth measurements taken per map. 
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Table 5: Original hydrological database structure for map 11 

Field Name 
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New Database Structure 

Bacteria Database Construction: 

The pre-existing data structure required changes in order to be useful for 

analytical purposes. A combined bacteria database (referred to as the bacteria 

database) was created which contains measurements of bacteria MPN for every 

sampling station at every date sampled. While its final structure was an evolutionary 

process, a program was written which can completely reconstruct the single database 

from all 117 original separate map-based bacteria databases. This program 

(MAKEONE.prg) was written in FoxPro and is listed in Appendix B - FoxPro 

Program Listings. 

The 117 hydrological databases were combined into five (5) databases based 

on characteristic measured using a FoxPro program (MAKEFIVE.PRG). The data 

from four of the newly created hydrological databases (excluding wind data) were 

incorporated into the newly created single bacteria database using four FoxPro 

programs (RAINEVT.PRG, SALEVT.PRG, SECEVT.PRG, TIDEEVT.PRG). Details 

of all the FoxPro programs, including source code, are included in Appendix B. 

The basic design of the previously mentioned programs (MAKEONE. prg and 

MAKEFFIVE.prg) was to be a “one-pass" process (meaning that any single data point 

is scanned only once) to increase speed. A list of all of the 117 map-based database 

files was obtained by taking the directory and sending (or piping) it directly to a file. 

In DOS, the command to create this list is: 

dir > files.txt 

Where "files.txt" is the arbitrary file name created which contains the file names of 

the 117 databases. The text file was edited to remove any lines above the first file 

name and below the last. The file names were not written into the code to allow the 

easy addition of new maps or new information. The text file is then read by the 

program (MAKEONE.prg) which combines all of the map-based databases into one. 
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Since every one of the map-based databases had a unique structure which 

depended on the number of sampling stations, MAKEONE.prg was designed to be 

flexible. In FoxPro any field can be accessed by number, such that the command 

"Field(4)" will return the name of the fourth field. Using macro substitution, the 

contents of the field can be read (using &Field(4)). MAKEONE.prg makes use of the 

field() command to access all fields in the databases so that all of the data could be 

extracted. 

For sorting and organizational purposes, a zero was added to the front of 

every station number less than 10. Also, any station name with a decimal point 

number (.5, .8, etc.) was given a zero in front (0.5, 0.8, etc.). 

Advantages of new database structure: 

There are a number of advantages to the new database structure. 

1. All of the data are unified into one database. 

A single database meant that only one file had to be opened to have access to 

all of the data. The structure of the database became standard which is useful for 

calculation purposes. In the old format, the number of data fields varied with each 

database which makes global calculations much more complicated. 

2. Allows for easy manipulation of data by type. 

The unified format allowed for making subsets of the primary data set much 

easier. For example, to examine the data by a season, say winter, a filter had to be 

set to include only data whose SEASON field was equal to 'W' (standing for 

winter). It also allows for the examination of data on a particular date. If there 

were 117 files to look through, these subsets would be very hard to obtain. 
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3. Allows for the addition of information to each data point. 

The original unified database only included the MPN bacteria level and date 

for each sampling station. The salinity measurements, rain amounts, and other 

fields were added later as the data became available. The addition of this 

information was easy however, by simply adding another field to the database. In 

the old format, this information could not really be linked to the bacteria MPN 

data very easily, if at all. 

4. Allows for the addition of new sampling stations 

Since the new structure has a field for the sampling station name, any station 

name can be entered. A new station can easily be added this way. In the old 

database format, a new field would need to be made which requires manually 

changing the database structure. 

The new bacteria database used in the analysis consisted of the bacteria data 

taken over time at each sampling station location. This file was large (approximately 

14 megabytes) and proved difficult to work with. To promote more efficient 

processing and overcome the lack of a temporal dimension in Atlas GIS, statistics for 

the database were summarized by sampling station. These newly created summary 

databases are referred to as sampling station summary databases, or simply station 

databases. The mean, minimum, maximum, and standard deviation were computed 

for each sampling station based on the original scale and the log,, scale. Furthermore, 

this data was divided up by season (winter, spring, summer, and fall) for seasonal 

analysis. 

All of the database files used in the calculations are in dBase I format and 

were used with FoxPro for data manipulation before being used by Atlas GIS. The 

database files used in the analysis are listed on the following pages with a description 
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of their purpose. This section is intended to serve as a reference for future users of 

the data. 

BACTCO.dbf: 

This database represents the bacteria sample data and contains 191,910 

records which consist of a station location, date, and bacteria count. The name is 

derived from all of the bacteria (BACT) data combined (COQ). The fields are listed in 

Table 6. 

Table 6: Structure of BACTCO.dbf 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                

# | Field Name | Type | Width | Dec’ Description 

1} NAME Char*| 10 - | Unique station name 

2|DATE Date 8 - | Date of sampling 

3 | COUNTY Char’ 2 - | County of station 

4|SEASON Char? 1 - |Season of sampling 

5|MAP Char’ 4 - |Map area number 

6 | STATION Char’ 5 - | Station number 

7| RAIN Num? 5 2 |Rain 2 days prior to sampling 

(in) 

8 | RUNOFF Num? 1 0 | Runoff in past 24 hours value (0 
= no runoff, 1 = runoff event) 

9| TIDE Num’? 1 0 | Tide level code during sampling 

10|SALINITY [Num 5 2 | Salinity level during sampling 

(PPM) 

11 | TEMP Num? 5 2 | Water Temperature during 
sampling (°C) 

12 | SECCHI Num? 4 1 |Secchi depth during sampling 

(m) 

13 | MPN Num? 6 1 | Most probable number of 
bacteria per 100 mL 

14 | LMPN Num? 6 3 |log base 10 of MPN bacteria 

' decimal “character  * numeric   
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Databases were created consisting of different subsets of the complete data 

set. A list of the database subsets, or ‘factor’ databases, the governing factor that set 

them apart, and the exact specifications that defined which sample records were kept 

are listed in Table 7. Each of these bacteria database subsets have the exact same 

structure as BACTCO.dbf. Figure 6 illustrates how the databases relate to each other. 

Table 7: Bacteria database definitions 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

        

Name Effect Definition 

BACTCO No effect complete data set 

BACTRN No rain event rain < 0.1 in last 2 days 

BACTRI Rain event, type | rain >= 0.1 in last 2 days 

BACTR2 Rain event, type 2 rain >= 1 in last 2 days 

BACTTH High tide tide code = 1 or 8 

BACTTL Low Tide tide code = 4 or 5 

BACTSH High salinity salinity > 18.27 

BACTSL Low salinity salinity <= 18.27 

BACTEH High secchi depth secchi depth > 0.8 

BACTEL Low secchi depth secchi depth <= 0.8 

BACTRH Rain event, type 1 and high tide | rain >= 0.1 in last 2 days 

and tide code = 1 or 8 

BACTRL Rain event, type 1 and low tide rain >= 0.1 in last 2 days 

and tide code = 4 or 5 

BACTNH No rain event and high tide rain < 0.1 in last 2 days 

and tide code = 1 or 8 

BACTNL No rain event and low tide rain < 0.1 in last 2 days 

and tide code = 4 or 5 
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Original 117 Bacteria Databases Original 117 Hydrological 

by Map Databases by map 
(BACT####.dbf) (HYDR####.dbf) 

Combined Bacteria Database a Hydrological Databases 

(BACTCO.dbf) (Rain, Salinity, Secchi depth, 
Temperature) 

‘Factor’ Bacteria Databases 
(light rain, high tide, etc.) 

    

  

  

Summary Statistics Databases 
by Sampling Station 

(combined, light rain, high tide, 

etc.)     

Figure 6: Relationship between databases 
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BACTES dbf: 

Another bacteria database subset was created that was similar to 

BACTCO.dbf but contains only the samples taken in the Eastern Shore region. This 

database has the addition of a few fields which take advantage of the known data 

about the Eastern Shore such as soil permeability, hydraulic gradient, and land use. 

The database structure is the same as listed in Table 6 with the addition of the fields 

as listed in Table 8. 

Table 8: Additional fields in BACTES.dbf 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                  

# | Field Name | Type | Width | Dec’ Description 

15 | RUNOFF Num? 1 0 | Runoff in past 24 hours value (0 
= no runoff, 1 = runoff event) 

16|K Num?| 10 4 |Near shore soil permeability 
(in/hr) 

17 | DHDL Num’; 10 4 | Near shore hydraulic gradient 
(m/m) 

18|DISTANCE |Num?| 10 4 |Minimum distance to shore (mile) 

19|DISTPOTW [Num?|_ 10 4 |Minimum distance to a 
wastewater treatment plant (mile) 

20} AGRICULT |Num’! 10 4 | Agricultural land within a 400 
meter radius (mile’) 

21 | TOWN Num’| 10 4 {Urban land within a 400 meter 
radius (mile’) 

22 | PASTURE Num?| 10 4 | Pasture land within a 400 meter 
radius (mile’) 

23 | WATER Num?| 10 4 | Water within a 400 meter radius 
(mile’) 

decimal * numeric 

STATIONS dbf: 

This database contains the latitude and longitude coordinates for all stations 

for which a map location could be found, and thus which were digitized into the 
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computer. The digitizing was performed using Atlas GIS with a Numonics 2200 

series digitizing tablet which had dimensions of three (3) feet by four (4) feet. The 

topographic maps used were 1:24,000 scale USGS 7.5' quads. The database contains 

2,614 stations and the fields are listed in Table 9. 

Table 9: Database structure of STATIONS. dbf 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                  

# Field Name Type Width | Decimal Description 

1]/ID Character 17 - Atlas GIS identification 

2 | MAP Character 4 - Map / area name 

3 | STATION Character 5 - Station name 

4| NAME Character 10 - Map name and station name 

5 | LAT Numeric 10 6 Latitude (degrees) 

6| LON Numeric 11 6 Longitude (degrees) 

7| COUNTY Character 14 - Nearest county to the 
sampling station 

8|DISTANCE | Numeric 10 4 Minimum distance to shore 

(mile) 

9|DISTPOTW | Numeric 10 4 Minimum distance to a 

wastewater treatment plant 

(mile) 

STATSES.dbf 

This database is a subset of STATIONS.dbf which contains only those 

stations located in the Eastern Shore. However, since more data is available there, 

there are more fields in this database which pertain to the available information for 

the Eastern Shore. Table 10 contains a listing of the fields in STATSES.dbf which 

are in addition to those listed in Table 9. There are 554 records in this database file. 
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Table 10: Additional fields in STATSES.dbf 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

# Field Name Type Width | Decimal Description 

10| NUMSAMPS | Numeric 5 0 Number of samples taken 

at this station 

11|NUMRUNS _ | Numeric 5 0 Number of runoff events 

that occurred in last 24 

hours 

12 | PERRUNS Numeric 6 4 Percent of samples taken 

that had runoff events 

13 | MEAN Numeric 10 4 Geometric mean bacteria 

MPN concentration (# 

bacteria / 100 mL) 

14| PERM Numeric 5 2 Near shore soil 

permeability (in/hr) 

15|GRADIENT | Numeric 11 8 Average hydraulic 

gradient is a 400 meter 

radius (m/m) 

16 | AGRIC Numeric 6 4 Agricultural land within a 

400 meter radius (mile’) 

17| URBAN Numeric 6 4 Urban land within a 400 

meter radius (mile) 

18 | PASTURE Numeric 6 4 Pasture land within a 400 

meter radius (mile?) 

19| WATER Numeric 6 4 Water within a 400 meter           radius (mile’) 
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BACTSTCO.dbf: 

This is the primary station summary statistics database for the complete data 

set. This name stands for bacteria (BACT) data by station (ST) with the combined 

(CO) data set. This database contains all the stations which have bacteria data in the 

BACTCO.dbf database. Each station has statistics calculated by season and 

throughout the span of the complete data set. This database contains 2,595 records 

and has a field structure as shown in Table 11. 
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Table 11: Database structure for BACTSTCO.dbf 

Name | Type 
- name 

ATION ~ [Station name 

Map name and station number 

T (degrees) 

( ) 
vs. time ( 

otal number of samples taken 

minimum ( mL) 

otal mean bactena (#/100 mL) 

otal geometric mean i (#/100 mL) 

maximum bacteria MPN (#/100 mL) 

otal MPN ( ) 

geometric deviation (#/100 mL) 

bacteria @/1 ) 
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inter mean bacteria (#/100 ) 
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inter geometric stan (#/100 

Spring num sam 

Spring minimum bacteria MPN (#/100 mL) 

g mean MPN (4/100 mL) 

Spring geometric mean (#/1 

g maximum /100 ) 
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Summer maximum bacteria (#/100 mL) 

mer stan deviation (#/100 mL) 

Summer bacteria MPN geometric standard deviation (#/100 mL 

sam taken 

minimum (#/100 mL) 

mean @/100 mL) 

3 all geometric mean bacteria MPN (4/100 mL) 

1 maximum (4/1 

3 i (#/100 mL) 

3 geometric (#/100   humeric 
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There are similar subset databases with the exact same structure as 

BACTSTCO.dbf but with slightly different data depending on the effect that is being 

examined. For example, BACTSTRN.dbf stands for bacteria (BACT) data by station 

(ST) during non-rain events (RN). The effects studied were rain (R), tide (T), salinity 

(S), and secchi depth (E). A corresponding station database was created for every 

bacteria database listed in Table 7. The names of the station databases are the same 

as the bacteria databases except that they have an additional ‘ST’ after 'BACT'. For 

example, the station database for BACTRN.dbf is BACTSTRN.dbf. 

FITSTATS. dbf: 

Contains the data output from Systat which corresponds to the slope of the 

bacteria MPN (# bacteria / 100 mL) over time (days) by sampling station. Since 

Systat will only return the calculated output, the input data was matched to the 

calculated output using the program ONE.prg. ONE.prg creates a single instance of a 

sampling station name and places it into the NAME (station name) field in the 

FITSTATS.dbf file. ADDSLOPE.prg takes the slopes data and places it into any of 

the summary statistics databases as described in the previous section. The structure of 

FITSTATS.dbf is listed in Table 12. 

Table 12: Structure of FITSTATS.dbf 

# Field Name | ae foe Description 

1 | NAME Character Station name 

2|CONSTANT | Numeric 15 7 Y-intercept of linear 

regression of log bacteria 
data (# bacteria/100 mL) 

3 | SLOPE Numeric 18 15 Slope of linear regression of 

log bacteria data over time (# 

bacteria/100 mL / day) 
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STATS. dbf: 

Contains the statistics of the bacteria databases by season. In other words, this 

database contains an overall summary of every bacteria database listed in ?. The 

statistics stored are minimum, maximum, geometric mean, and geometric standard 

deviation of all the bacteria MPN measurements in the database by season. The 

database structure of STATS.dbf is listed in Table 13. 

Table 13: Structure of STATS.dbf 

| # Field Name Type Width Decimal Description ! 

8 
  

  

  

  

  

                  

1|DATABASE | Character - Database name 

2|SEASON Character 6 - Season 

3 | COUNT Numeric 6 0 Number of samples in the 

population 

4| MIN Numeric 10 4 Minimum bacteria MPN 

(bacteria / 100 mL) 

5 | MEAN Numeric 10 4 Geometric mean bacteria 

MPN (bacteria / 100 mL) 

6| MAX Numeric 10 4 Maximum bacteria MPN 

(bacteria / 100 mL) 

7|STD Numeric 10 4 Geometric standard deviation 

bacteria MPN (bacteria / 100 

mL) 

TIDE. dbf: 

This database contains tidal information taken during sampling. It contains 

19,990 records and has a structure as listed in Table 14. Table 15 explains the 

meaning of the codes in the CODE field, and Table 16 explains the meaning of the 

codes in the DIRECTION field. 
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Table 14: Structure of TIDE.dbf 
  

Width | Decimal 

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

# Field Name Type Description 

1 | MAP Character 4 - Map name 

2 | STATION Character 5 - Station name 

3 | NAME2 Character 10 - Map name and station name 

4|DATE Date 8 - Date of event 

5 | FLOOD Character 1 - Did a flood occur (Yes or 

No)? 

6] DIRECTION | Character 2 - Tide direction 

7|HOURS Numeric 3 1 Hours into tide cycle 

8 | CODE Character 1 - Code for tide type             

Table 16: 

Table 15: Meaning of values in the CODE field 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

            

  

  

  

  

      

# From To 

1 High tide 1.4 ebb 

2 1.5 ebb 2.9 ebb 

3 3.0 ebb 4.4 ebb 

4 4.5 ebb Low tide 

5 Low tide 1.4 flood 

6 1.5 flood 2.9 flood 

7 3.0 flood 4.4 flood 

8 4.5 flood High tide 

Meaning of values in the DIRECTION field 

Code Meaning 

FL_ | Flood (rising tide) 

EB | Ebb (receding tide) 

HS ‘| High slack (high tide) 

LS___| Low slack (low tide)     
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WIND. dbf: 

The wind database contains information on wind conditions at various 

locations at various dates. It contains 9,975 records. This database was not used in 

the analysis, but the data was provided and was processed for completion. Table 17 

lists the structure of WIND.dbf. 

Table 17: Structure of WIND.dbf 
  

  

  

  

                  

[ # | Field Name | Type | Width | Decimal | Description | 

1 | MAP Character 4 - Map name 

2| DATE Date 8 - Date 

3 | DIRECTION | Character 2 - Wind direction 

4| MINVEL Numeric 2 0 Minimum wind velocity 

(MPH) 
5 | MAXVEL Numeric 2 0 Maximum wind velocity 

(MPH) 

SALINITY.dbf: 

This database contains the salinity level at certain stations at various dates. It 

contains 25,928 records. The structure of SALINITY .dbf is listed in Table 18. 

Table 18: Structure of SALINITY.dbf 

| # | Field Name Type Width | Decimal Description 
  

  

  

  

  

                

1 | MAP Character 4 - Map name 

2|STATION Character 5 - Station name 

3 | NAME2 Character 10 - Map name and station name 

4| DATE Date 8 - Date 

5 | TEMP Numeric 4 1 Water temperature (Celsius) 

6 | SALINITY Numeric 4 l Salinity (PPT) 

SECCHI dbf: 

This database contains the results of secchi depth measurements at various 
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stations at various dates. It contains 18,947 records and has a structure as listed in 

Table 19. 

; Table 19: Structure of SECCHI.dbf 

| # Field Name Type Width Description | 

1} MAP Character 4 - Map name 

  

  

  

  

  

2} STATION Character 5 - Station name 

3 | NAME2 Character 10 - Map name and station 

name 

4|]DATE Date 8 - Date 

5 | CLOUDCOVER | Character 2 - Light conditions code 

(S - Sunny, PC - Partly 

Cloudy, O - Overcast) 
  

                  
6 | DEPTH Numeric 4 1 Secchi depth (m) 

7| BOTTOM Logical 1 - Was secchi depth 
measured at bottom ? 

(Y/N) 

RAIN. dbf: 

This database contains a record of total rainfall at various maps and dates 

equal to 7 days prior and up to the measurement date. This database contains 22,051 

records and has a structure as listed in Table 20. 
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Table 20: Structure of RAIN. dbf 
= - __—_—— 

# | Field Name | Type | Width | Dec | Description | 

1 | MAP Character 4 - |Map name 
  

  

  

2| DATE Date 8 - |Date 

3 | LOCATION _ | Character 15 - |Location of official rainfall 

measurement station (city) 

4} AMOUNT Numeric 4 2 |Rain amount (in)                 
Data analysis: 

The data were analyzed by both measurement data analysis and summary data 

analysis. The measurement data analysis took into account every single sampling data 

point for statistical purposes. This type of analysis was valid for computing means, 

computing correlations and creating databases based on specific factors. But Atlas 

GIS can not easily use the combined bacteria data because Atlas GIS cannot handle a 

temporal dimension. Databases of sampling station summary statistics were created to 

alleviate that problem. Further, some of the data is relevant only to the sampling 

station location and was independent of the sampling time. An example of this data 

type is the soils data for the Eastern Shore. So this leads the data sets to be placed 

into two (2) categories, data associated with the individual samples (sample data), 

and data associated with the sampling station (station data). Table 21 lists the data 

set types and if they can be categorized by sample, station or both. Correlations can 

be performed on sample and station data but not a mixture of the two (2). 
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Table 21: Categorization of data set types 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Factor Sample Station 

Rain Yes No 

Tide level Yes No 

Secchi depth Yes No 

Salinity Yes No 

Season Yes Yes 

Land Use No Yes 

Soils data No Yes           

County Determination 

The determination of the county for each sampling station was performed 

using Atlas GIS. Atlas placed the name of the county for every station within county 

borders into the COUNTY field in the sampling stations database (STATIONS.dbf). 

But some of the sampling stations where offshore and not within the land boundaries 

of any county. The remaining sampling stations were assigned to the nearest county 

by manually selecting the stations and adding the name of the nearest county. 

Factors Potentially Affecting Bacteria Levels 

The standard method of analysis used was to create a database subset of the 

combined database which corresponded to an effect and a level of that effect. For 

example, the low tide database represents the tide (the effect) and a specific state of 

the tide (the level of the effect). While this is a simple matter for the case of tide, 

other effects, for example, a normal rain event, are more subjective. The assumptions 

and cut-offs used in each of the databases are explained below. 

Season: 

The seasons were simply a breakdown of the date of sampling. The month 
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was the sole determinant for the season. Table 22 lists the months and the season 

with which they were labeled for analysis. 

Table 22: Season classification 
  

  

  

  

  

  

First Month | Last Month Season 

January March Winter 

April June Spring 

July September | Summer 

October December Fall           

Rainfall: 

Construction of the rain database file (RAIN.dbf) was more complicated than 

any of the other databases. Rainfall is irregular in the sense that it can only be 

measured when it occurs, which can be at any time. In the hydrologic database files, 

a number of fields store the amount of rain occurring for a specified number of days 

prior to sampling. Rainfall rates were determined from daily rainfall data collected at 

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University Agricultural Experimentation 

Station (map areas 74-96) in Painter, Virginia and a NASA facility (map areas 97 

and higher) at Wallops Island, Virginia as well as other official rainfall measurement 

stations in Ft. Eustis, Gloucester, Norfolk, Suffolk, Warsaw, White Stone and 

Windmill Point. 

Rain data was placed into the rain database (RAIN.dbf) as a number of single 

rain events. It 1s assumed that in the original hydrologic databases, multiple rain 

events on a single day were totaled into one reading. Since the original databases 

contained redundant data, the new rain database was then sorted by date and map so 

that duplicate records could be easily removed. The program used to make the rain 

database (MAKEFIVE.prg) and to remove duplicates from it (REMDUP.prg) are 

listed in Appendix B. 

The "non-rain" station database (BACTRN.dbf) represents the subset of the 
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bacteria data (BACTCO.dbf) with less than or equal to 0.2 inches of rain in the last 

two (2) days prior to sampling. The type 1, or light rain event, rain database 

(BACTR1.dbf) represents the subset of bacteria data with greater than 0.2 inches of 

rain in the last two (2) days prior to sampling. The type 2, or heavy rain event, rain 

database (BACTR2.dbf), represents the subset of bacteria data with greater than 1 

inch of rain in the last two (2) days prior to sampling. 

Runoff: 

Surface water runoff events occur when rainfall exceeds the infiltration 

capacity of the soil. Infiltration rates, caused by gravity and capillary forces, are 

dependent upon precipitation characteristics (i.e. intensity, type), water properties (i.e. 

temperature, chemical composition), conditions of the soil surface (i.e. cracking, 

vegetation cover), and physical properties of the soil (i.e. porosity, soil moisture, 

grain size) (Gray, 1973; Ward, 1975). Maximum infiltration rates generally occur at 

the beginning of a rainfall event and rapidly decrease with time (usually within a one 

hour time period) to a near constant value which approximates the saturated 

hydraulic conductivity of the soil (Rubin and Steinhardt, 1963). The reduction of 

infiltration rates with time has been attributed to the compaction and inwashing of 

fine particles in surface soils, colloidal swelling, and the reduction of capillary action 

due to increases in soil moisture. 

In order to investigate the influence of surface water runoff events on fecal 

coliform water quality, potential locations of runoff events were first determined. A 

surface runoff event was assumed to occur when precipitation rates exceeded surface 

soil infiltration rates. It was assumed that all daily precipitation occurred within a one 

hour period. Only rainfall data that occurred on the same day of water sampling was 

used in the analysis. Surface soil infiltration rates were set to equal saturated 

hydraulic conductivity rates. Both the assumptions regarding the one hour 

precipitation time period and infiltration rates based on soil hydraulic conductivities 

would lead to a greater number of predicted runoff events than probably occurred. 
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Whether or not a runoff event occurred was calculated for every rain event in 

the bacteria database for locations in the Eastern Shore only, where soil permeability 

characteristics were known. A value of one (1) was placed in the RUNOFF field of 

the Eastern Shore bacteria database (BACTES.dbf) if the amount of rain (in inches) 

in the last 24 hours was greater than the nearest shore soil permeability to the 

sampling station. A value of zero (0) was placed in the RUNOFF field if the amount 

of rain was less than or equal to the soil permeability. It was assumed that the rain 

occurred during a one (1) hour period so that it could be directly compared with the 

soil permeability which is known in inches per hour. The nearest shore soil 

permeability was used because it is the most likely to affect the sampling station 

bacteria measurement during a rain storm. 

Tide: 

The tide was characterized by a number in the original hydrological databases 

called the tide code (see Table 15 on page 43). Tide codes of 4 or 5 were considered 

low tide, and tide codes of 1 or 8 were considered high tide. A tide code was 

assigned to each record in the combined bacteria database based on the tide database 

file (TIDE.dbf). For each given date and map when taking bacteria samples, a tide 

reading was taken for up to two (2) of the sampling stations in the map. The general 

assumption made was that the rest of the sampling stations in the map had a tide 

code the same as the tide code for the two (2) stations with known tide elevations. 

Since these numbers sometimes differed, due to the amount of time required 

to obtain each sample, a hypothetical, and arbitrary, line had to be drawn. On one 

side, the tide codes were assigned to the tide code of the first sampled station, on the 

other side, the tide codes were assigned to the tide code of the second sampled 

station. Since most of the sampling stations were numbered (as opposed to lettered), 

those with numbers less than the number of the first sampled station were assigned 

its tide code, and the rest were assigned the tide code of the second sampled station. 

For example, say on some map on some date, stations 8 and 17 were sampled 
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for tidal elevation, and station 8 had a tide code of 5 and station 17 had a tide code 

of 6. Stations with numbers less than 8 (1, 2, 2.5, 3, 3A, 3B, etc.) were assigned a 

tide code 5, while all of the rest were assigned a tide code of 6. If all the stations 

had letters for names, then they were all assigned the tide code of the first station. 

This latter case was rare and thus was not given a more complicated classification 

algorithm. The actual FoxPro program used to assign tide codes (TIDEEVT.prg) is 

given in Appendix B. 

Salinity: 

To calculate a salinity value for each bacteria sample measurement, the 

salinity hydrological database (SALINITY.dbf) was used which contains salinity 

information by date at a few stations in each map. The salinity readings for a map at 

a particular date were averaged and assigned to all of the stations in the map at that 

date. For example, for map 1 on 12/13/84, two (2) salinity samples were taken with 

concentrations of 10.6 parts per trillion (ppt) and 11.0 ppt. The average salinity value 

of those 2 measurements is 10.8 ppt, which was assigned to all sampling stations in 

map 1 on 12/13/84. 

The bacteria with salinity effects databases (BACTSH.dbf and BACTSL.dbf) 

were constructed by separating the total bacteria database around the mean salinity 

value. This total mean salinity value was 18.27 parts per trillion (PPT). The low 

salinity database (BACTSL.dbf) consists of all readings with a salinity less than or 

equal to 18.27 PPT. The high salinity database (BACTSH.dbf) consists of all 

readings with a salinity greater than 18.27 PPT. The mean salinity value was used as 

a reference point because in the same conditions salinity is a linear function of the 

bacteria decay rate (Thomann and Mueller, 1987). Thus the effect of salinity on 

bacteria concentrations will likely be relative to other salinity readings. 

Secchi depth: 

The secchi depth values were derived in a manner similar to the salinity 
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values. Just like for the salinity values, the secchi depth values were measured at a 

few sampling stations in each map on a given date. The average of the values taken 

was assigned to all of the stations in the map for a particular date. 

The bacteria with secchi depth effects databases (BACTEL.dbf and 

BACTEH.dbf) are, like the salinity databases, two (2) subsets of the complete 

bacteria measurements database. The dividing line between high and low was the 

average secchi depth of every measured value. In this case, the mean secchi depth 

was 0.8 meters. The low secchi depths database comprises only those bacteria 

readings with a secchi depth of less than or equal to 0.8 m. The high secchi depths 

database consists of bacteria readings with a secchi depth of greater than 0.8 m. 

Database Integrity 

The accuracy of the combined bacteria database was difficult to fully verify 

due to the magnitude of the data set. Every one of the hydrologic databases and the 

Station databases were checked by examining small sections of the data and hand 

calculating the numbers that were assigned by the computer. The combined bacteria 

database was further verified with a FoxPro program which tested the consistency of 

the data. The program (CHECK.prg) summed the count field for each of the seasons 

(WCOUNT, PCOUNT, SCOUNT, FCOUNT) and compared it to the total count field 

(TCOUNT). It also compared the average, maximum, minimum and many other 

attributes. Any anomalies were noted and corrected. 

The original bacteria databases had some errors in data entry, which is 

unavoidable with a large data set. Some of the dates were clearly wrong, because 

they were before the beginning of sample collection. These dates were modified 

based on the other dates around them in the original database files. Some of the 

MPN values are also clearly incorrect because they are less than the minimum 

detectable limit (MDL) of the bacteria MPN test. These measurements were not 

altered because the true value cannot be assumed based on surrounding values. 
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Statistical Analysis Theory 

Linear regression: 

A trend analysis of the bacteria levels over time was performed with different 

groupings of the data. The groupings were by county, sampling station (calculated 

but not used in the analysis) and overall! (no grouping). 

The geometric mean bacteria data were grouped using FoxPro. These data, 

along with the sampling dates, were exported to Systat. A linear regression was 

performed to account for changes in bacterial concentrations over time for each 

grouping variable, e.g. county. The resulting regression parameters and statistics were 

exported to FoxPro and recombined with the names of the grouping variables. Linear 

regressions could only be performed when more than two (2) sampling dates were 

available. Thus, depending on the grouping variable, certain monitoring data were 

excluded from the analysis. 

The trend analysis performed was a linear least squares fit of the data. The 

date of the samples was the independent variable and the log,, of the bacteria MPN 

was the dependent variable. The basic premise behind a linear least squares fit is to 

fit the data set to line as in equation (4). 

Y=mX+b (4) 

where, 

Y = The dependent variable 

m= The slope of the line 

X = The independent variable 

b= The y-intercept 
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The best fit is the one which minimizes the error of every value from the fitted line. 

Without derivation, the equations used to determine the slope, m, and the y-intercept, 

b, are given below in equations (5) and (6). A more detailed description of linear 

least squares fitting can be found in Neter et al. (1990). 

ne OY 
= (5) 

Y (,-X? 

b= ¥- mx (6) 

where, 

X = Mean of the independent variable values 

Y = Mean of the dependent variable values 

Pearson correlation: 

The Pearson correlation between data sets yields the degree to which changes 

in one variable corresponds to changes in another. It is usually expressed with the 

variable r. The range of r is 

-ls<rsl 

A value of one (1) 1s a perfectly positive correlation, while a value of -1 is a 

perfectly negative correlation. A value of 0 means that there is no correlation 

between the data sets, meaning that they are independent of each other. 

A better measure of the correlation is to use the value of r’. This yields the 

percent variability in one variable that can be explained by changes in the second 
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variable. Equation (7), given without derivation, shows how to determine the Pearson 

correlation between two (2) data sets (Neter et al., 1990). 

»¥ &% - OY, - 
- = = (7) 
ie - oy MY, - vy 
  

  

Multiple regression: 

The analysis of the effect of multiple factors on the bacteria MPN was 

performed using multiple regression. In a multiple regression, the changes in the 

dependent variable are correlated to the changes in multiple independent variables all 

at once. A multiple regression also yields an r° value which is the percent change in 

the dependent variable which is explained by the change in the independent 

variables. 

Atlas GIS was used to calculate various factors for the Eastern Shore data 

bacteria set. In this case, the log,, bacteria concentrations were the dependent 

variable and the following factors were the independent variables: 

1. Near shore soil permeability 

Atlas GIS determined, for each sampling station on the Eastern 

Shore, the nearest shoreline segment on the digital shoreline map. The 

soil permeability of the shoreline segment, assigned by Wynn (1993), 

was assigned to the soil permeability of the sampling station. 

2. Near shore soil Darcy velocity 

Atlas GIS determined, for each sampling station on the Eastern 

Shore, the nearest shoreline segment on the digital shoreline map. The 

Darcy velocity of the shoreline segment, assigned by Wynn (1993), was 

assigned to the Darcy velocity of the sampling station. 

3. Near shore soil hydraulic gradient 

Atlas GIS determined, for each sampling station on the Eastern 
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10. 

Shore, the nearest shoreline segment on the digital shoreline map. The 

soil hydraulic gradient of the shoreline segment, assigned by Wynn 

(1993), was assigned to the hydraulic gradient of the sampling station. 

Proximity to shoreline 

Atlas GIS determined, for each sampling station on the Eastern 

Shore, the nearest shoreline segment on the digital shoreline map. The 

distance to nearest the shoreline segment was assigned to the 

‘DISTANCE ' field of the sampling station. 

Proximity to wastewater treatment plant 

Atlas GIS determined, for each sampling station on the Eastern 

Shore, the nearest wastewater treatment plant location. The distance to 

the nearest wastewater treatment plant was assigned to the "DISTPOTW" 

field of the sampling station. 

Rain in the last two days prior to sampling 

Calculated the amount of rain within the last two (2) days prior to 

sampling with the rain database (RAIN.dbf) using the FoxPro program 

RAINEVT.prg (see Appendix B for more information about this 

program). 

Runoff event occurrence? (categorical) 

Using the procedure described in the runoff section above (see page 

50), a one (1) was placed in the "RUNOFF" field of the sampling station 

if runoff was predicted to occur during sampling and a zero (0) if not. 

Salinity 

The estimated salinity concentration of the water at the sampling 

station during sampling from the salinity database (SALINITY.dbf). 

Season (categorical) 

The season in which sampling occurred. The categories are: "W" 

for winter, "P" for spring, "S" for summer and "F" for fall. 

Surface area of urban land in a 400 meter radius 
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11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

For every sampling station in the Eastern Shore, the total surface 

area of urban land, as defined by the digital land use map, within 400 

meters of the sampling station was calculated using Atlas GIS and placed 

into the "URBAN" field of the sampling station. 

Surface area of agricultural land in a 400 meter radius 

For every sampling station in the Eastern Shore, the total surface 

area of agricultural land, as defined by the digital land use map, within 

400 meters of the sampling station was calculated using Atlas GIS and 

placed into the "AGRIC" field of the sampling station. 

Surface area of water in a 400 meter radius 

For every sampling station in the Eastern Shore, the total surface 

area of water within 400 meters of the sampling station was calculated 

using Atlas GIS and placed into the "WATER" field of the sampling 

station. 

Surface area of pasture land in a 400 meter radius 

For every sampling station in the Eastern Shore, the total surface 

area of pasture land, as defined by the digital land use map, within 400 

meters of the sampling station was calculated using Atlas GIS and placed 

into the "PASTURE" field of the sampling station. 

Tide level during sampling (categorical) 

The estimated tide elevation of the water at the sampling station 

during sampling from the tide database (TIDE.dbf). The meaning of the 

tide codes are listed in Table 15. 

Water temperature during sampling 

The estimated water temperature at the sampling station during 

sampling from the salinity database (SALINITY.dbf). 

Any of the independent variables can be categorical in nature such as the 

three (3) categorical variables listed above. This means that they do not follow a 
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strictly linear scale or are not even numeric. Tide is categorical because it is based 

on a code. A tide code of 8 is meaningless in and of itself, but it instead is a label 

for a certain tidal elevation. However a correlation is apparent depending on what the 

tide code value is, so the tide code is useful in a multiple regression. For further 

explanation of a multiple regression analysis, the interested reader is directed again to 

Neter et al. (1990). 
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IV. Results 

Data Variability 

One of the problems encountered with the data analysis was the fact that the 

data were so variable. An example of this variability is shown in Figure 7 for all of 

the sampling measurements for station 5 in map 63. 

Even when the data are plotted on a log scale, as in Figure 8, it is still highly 

variable, but the difference between the high and low values is now much less 

exaggerated. 
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Bacteria MPN vs. Time 

Map 63, Station 5 
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Figure 7: Map 63, station 5 raw bacteria MPN levels vs. time 
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Figure 8: Map 63, station 5 log(bacteria MPN) levels vs. time 
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Some interesting summary statistics of the bacteria concentration 

measurements for sampling station 5 in map 63 are listed in Table 23. Note that the 

standard deviation of the MPN values is higher than the mean. This is an indication 

that the data are highly variable. Is this case, it reflects the fact that there are some 

relatively high values mixed in with the data set. The skewness value shows that the 

data set is positively skewed meaning that there are some high values which increase 

the mean significantly. The occurrence of high data values can also be seen by 

noting that the standard deviation (log,, scale) is lower than the mean (log,, scale). 

Taking the log of the MPN values emphasizes the lower values due to the nature of 

the non-linear transformation. 

Table 23 is indicative of the entire bacteria data set, thus the log(MPN) values 

were used in the analysis to try to reduce the effects of the large "spike" readings. 

Statistics on the complete bacteria data set by map and year are listed in Appendix C 

for reference. 

Table 23: Map 63, station 5 summary statistics of bacteria MPN 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

        

Statistic Bacteria MPN 

# FC / 100 mL 

minimum 2.90 

mean 47.2 

mean (log,, scale) 1.071 

geometric mean 11.75 

maximum 1100 

standard deviation 150 

standard deviation (log,, scale) 0.604 

skewness 5.871 

skewness (log,, scale) 1.038 
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County Locations 

The breakdown of sampling stations by county is presented in Table 24. 

There were a total of 2,614 digitized sampling station locations in 23 counties of 

Virginia. 

Table 24: Sampling stations by county 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

County Name Sampling Stations 

Accomack 446 

Essex 28 

Gloucester 204 

Hampton 68 

Isle of Wight 69 

James City 27 

King George 46 

King William 14 

King and Queen 27 

Lancaster 192 

Mathews 133 

Middlesex 202 

New Kent 16 

Newport News 74 

Northampton 232 

Northumberland 257 

Poquoson 59 

Richmond 54 

Suffolk 56 

Surry 3 

Virginia Beach 67 

Westmoreland 176 

York 164         
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Factors Potentially Affecting Bacteria Levels 

Season: 

Table 25 shows the total mean MPN bacteria levels by season of sampling. 

Samples taken during the winter had significantly lower bacteria MPN concentrations 

than during any other season. The other three seasons (spring, summer and fal!) 

yielded relatively uniform bacteria levels with spring being slightly higher than any 

of the others. 

Table 25: Combined statistics summary by season 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Number Standard 

of Mean Deviation 

Samples Bacteria Bacteria 

Season Taken MPN MPN 

# FC / 100 mL |# FC / 100 mL 

Spring 51,509 8.96 4.08 

Fall 46,689 8.72 3.92 

Summer 49,913 8.68 4.11 

Winter 43,799 5.25 2.89 

Total 191,910 7.81 3.84             
Table 26 shows the mean MPN bacteria levels for each factor examined, 

except season which is listed above. 
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Table 26: Total statistical summary by factor 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

Geometric 

Geometric Standard 

Samples Mean Deviation 
Factor Taken MPN MPN 

# # FC / 100 mL | # FC / 100 mL 

Heavy rain 11,817 16.10 5.34 

Light rain and low tide 15,771 12.83 4.95 

Light rain 64,180 10.22 4.51 

Low tide 44,591 9.40 4.27 

Low salinity 98,447 8.73 3.96 

Low secchi depth 108,603 8.44 4.01 

Light rain and high tide 17,250 8.30 4.00 

No rain and low tide 28,820 7.93 3.79 

Combined data (no factor) 191,910 7.81 3.84 

High secchi depth 83,307 7.06 3.59 

High salinity 93,463 6.95 3.67 

High tide 50,869 6.92 3.50 

No rain 127,730 6.82 3.43 

No rain and high tide 33,619 5.97 3.05         

Rainfall: 

Rain had a pronounced effect on the bacteria MPN concentrations. Samples 

even higher mean bacteria levels. 

Runoff: 

The number of times that runoff was predicted to occur the day of sampling 
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taken during no-rain events tended to have lower bacteria concentrations than 

samples taken during light rain (type 1) events. Heavy rain events (type 2) produced 

for stations in the Eastern Shore was calculated for shore land nearest to a given 

sampling station. Runoff on the day of sampling was predicted to occur for 886 

 



samples. There were a total of 7,816 bacteria samples taken on a day which rainfall 

occurred at the sampling station, thus a total of about 11% of the rain events were 

predicted to have an associated runoff event. There were a total of 40,709 samples 

taken on the Eastern Shore, of which about 2% were taken within two (2) days of a 

runoff event. 

Tide, salinity and secchi depth: 

Low tide samples had significantly higher mean bacteria levels than high tide 

samples. High salinity corresponded to lower bacteria levels, and low salinity 

corresponded to higher bacteria levels. Low secchi depth readings corresponded to 

higher mean bacteria levels and high secchi depth readings corresponded to lower 

mean bacteria levels. 

Table 27 shows a summary of the basic trends in the examined factors as 

mean bacteria levels increase. 

Table 27: Trends corresponding to mean bacteria MPN increases 
  

  

  

  

        

Factor Trend 

Rain Increasing 

Tide Low tide 

Salinity Decreasing 

Secchi depth Decreasing 
  

Bacteria Concentrations 

Study area: 

Figure 9 illustrates the geometric mean bacteria MPN concentrations for the 

entire study area. Figure 10 illustrates sampling station locations which have an 

estimated 90th percentile bacteria MPN concentration of greater than or equal to 49 

FC / 100 mL. Note that most of the sampling stations which have an estimated 90th 
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percentile greater than or equal 49 FC / 100 mL also have geometric mean MPN 

levels of greater than or equal to 14 FC / 100 mL. Figure 11 illustrates a 

combination of the previous two (2) figures, by showing sampling station locations 

which have geometric mean MPN levels greater than or equal to 14 FC / 100 mL or 

have an estimated 90th percentile of greater than or equal to 49 FC / 100 mL. In 

other words, Figure 11 illustrates sampling station locations that would be prohibited 

from shellfishing due to state regulations. Figure 12 through Figure 16 illustrate the 

geometric mean bacteria MPN levels for close up views of five (5) subsections of the 

study area. 
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Figure 9: Geometric mean bacteria MPN levels for the study area. 
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Figure 10: Estimated 90th percentile bacteria MPN concentrations for sampling 

stations in the study area. 
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Figure 11: Sampling station locations that do not meet approved conditions for 

shellfishing by state regulations due to high bacteria MPN concentrations. 
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Figure 12: Geometric mean bacteria MPN concentrations at sampling stations in the 

Northampton County area. 
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Figure 13: Geometric mean bacteria MPN concentrations at sampling stations in the 

Accomack County area. 
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  Figure 14: Geometric mean bacteria MPN concentrations at sampling stations in the 

Northern Virginia Coast area. 
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Figure 15: Geometric mean bacteria MPN concentrations at sampling stations in the 

James River area. 
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Figure 16: Geometric mean bacteria MPN concentrations at sampling stations in the 

Rappahhanock River area. 
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Mobjack Bay: 

Analysis of the bacteria concentrations with Atlas GIS reveals that the 

bacteria levels vary significantly with distance upstream as shown in Figure 17 for 

the Mobjack Bay area. The higher the amount of land in the vicinity, the lower the 

geometric mean bacteria concentrations tended to be. The absolute location of the 

sampling site was less important than the location relative to the nearest water body. 

The effects of season, rainfall, tide elevation, water salinity and secchi depth are 

illustrated for the Mobjack Bay region in Figure 18 through Figure 30. 

Figure 31 illustrates the geometric standard deviation and the number of 

samples taken in the Mobjack Bay area. The size of the circle represents the number 

of samples taken at the location, and the color represents the geometric standard 

deviation of the bacteria MPN values. The general trend in this figure is that standard 

deviation increases with distance upstream. 
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Figure 17: Geometric mean bacteria MPN concentrations at sampling stations in the 

Mobjack Bay area. 
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Figure 18: Geometric mean bacteria MPN concentrations at sampling stations in the 

Mobjack Bay area for samples taken during winter. 
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Figure 19: Geometric mean bacteria MPN concentrations at sampling stations in the 

Mobjack Bay area for samples taken during spring. 
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Figure 20: Geometric mean bacteria MPN concentrations at sampling stations in the 

Mobjack Bay area for samples taken during summer. 
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  Figure 21: Geometric mean bacteria MPN concentrations at sampling stations in the 

Mobjack Bay area for samples taken during fall. 
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Figure 22: Geometric mean bacteria MPN concentrations at sampling stations in the 
Mobjack Bay area for samples taken during periods of no rain within the last two 

days prior to sampling. 
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Figure 23: Geometric mean bacteria MPN concentrations at sampling stations in the 
Mobjack Bay area for samples taken during periods of light rain within the last two 

days prior to sampling. 
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Figure 24: Geometric mean bacteria MPN concentrations at sampling stations in the 
Mobjack Bay area for samples taken during periods of heavy rain within the last two 

days prior to sampling. 
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  Figure 25: Geometric mean bacteria MPN concentrations at sampling stations in the 

Mobjack Bay area for samples taken during low tide. 
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Figure 26: Geometric mean bacteria MPN concentrations at sampling stations in the 

Mobjack Bay area for samples taken during high tide. 
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Figure 27: Geometric mean bacteria MPN concentrations at sampling stations in the 

Mobjack Bay area for samples taken with low salinity. 
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  Figure 28: Geometric mean bacteria MPN concentrations at sampling stations in the 

Mobjack Bay area for samples taken with high salinity. 
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Figure 29: Geometric mean bacteria MPN concentrations at sampling stations in the 

Mobjack Bay area for samples taken with low secchi depth measurements. 
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Figure 30: Geometric mean bacteria MPN concentrations at sampling stations in the 

Mobjack Bay area for samples taken with high secchi depth measurements. 
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Figure 31: Geometric standard deviation bacteria MPN concentrations and number of 
samples taken at sampling stations in the Mobjack Bay area. 
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Cherrystone Inlet: 

The Cherrystone Bay area has been studied intensely for many years. 

Figure 32 and Figure 33 illustrate the mean bacteria MPN levels in the Cherrystone 

Bay area since sampling began. Figure 32 uses shoreline data taken from USGS 

1:100,000 digital shoreline maps, while Figure 33 uses shoreline data taken from 

raster VirGIS format translated and into vector format and corrected by Wynn 

(1993). Note how the VirGIS shoreline map is less precise yet does not have the 

flaws evident in the USGS digital shoreline map. Maps of any location in the study 

area can be generated at any scale using Atlas GIS. 
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Figure 32: Geometric mean bacteria MPN concentrations at sampling stations in the 

Cherrystone Bay area using USGS digital shoreline data. 
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  Figure 33: Geometric mean bacteria MPN concentrations at sampling stations in the 

Cherrystone Bay area using modified VirGIS digital shoreline data. 
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Regression Analysis 

Temporal trends: 

A linear least squares fit was calculated for the log,, of the bacteria MPN 

versus time. The overall results for the entire data set was a positive slope, or a net 

increasing trend. The slope of the data was 1.197*10° log(MPN) per day. Meaning 

that the log(MPN) values increased on average by 1.197*10* per day. The P value 

on the slope was < 0.001 meaning that statistically the slope value is meaningful. 

Table 28 shows the slopes for the various counties in the study area. 
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Table 28: Linear least squares fit of log(MPN) vs. time by county 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

        

County Name Slope P 

Log(MPN) / day # 

Accomack 9.091*107 < 0.001 

Essex -1.279*10" 0.913 

Gloucester 2.729*10* < 0.001 

Hampton 3.201*10* < 0.001 

Isle of Wight 2.489* 10° < 0.001 

James City 4,566*10" 0.236 

King George 1.868*10° < 0.001 

King and Queen -6.106*10" 0.833 

Lancaster 1.266*10° < 0.001 

Mathews 2.850*10* < 0.001 

Middlesex 1.433*10° < 0.001 

New Kent 1.124*10° 0.335 

Newport News 3.536*10° < 0.001 

Northampton 1.426*10° < 0.001 

Northumberland 1.021*10° < 0.001 

Poquoson 2.415*10° < 0.001 

Richmond -9.727*107 0.143 

Suffolk 1.439*10° < 0.001 

Virginia Beach 1.204*10° < 0.001 

Westmoreland 1.862*10* < 0.001 

York 2.253*10° < 0.001 
  

Water quality analysis: 

  
A multiple regression was performed on the bacteria database with all of the 

factors listed in Table 29. Season, tide level during sampling, and runoff were 

categorical variables. The overall R? correlation was 0.222 or 22.2%. The P value in 

Table 29 represents a measure of how good of a correlation exists for the particular 

factor. A P value of greater than 0.05 means the factor does not correlate very well. 

Thus only "Surface area of pasture land within a 400 meter radius" and "Distance to 
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nearest wastewater treatment plant" were not significant factors in the analysis. In 

addition to the P value, the "Sum of Squares" column represents how much that 

particular factor affected the overall correlation with bacteria MPN. The higher the 

sum of the squares, the better the individual correlation. The highest correlation was 

with "Surface area of water in a 400 meter radius". This value is an attempt to 

quantify the trend that is readily apparent by visual inspection, namely that mean 

bacteria MPN increases with distance upstream. This value is the amount of water in 

a 400 meter radius around a sampling station compared to the amount of land. The 

less water that exists in the radius, the greater the land area and, in general, the 

further upstream is the sampling station. The "Error" value takes into account the 

variability of the bacteria MPN not accounted for by any of the factors. Since several 

of the variables used in the multiple regression were categorical, individual slopes for 

each variable were not calculated. 
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Table 29: Factors in multiple regression of bacteria data 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

        

Sum of 

Factor Squares P 

log(MPN)* 

Surface area of water in a 400 meter radius 647 < 0.001 

Season 170 < 0.001 

Tide level during sampling 104 < 0.001 

Rain in the last two days 100 < 0.00] 

Surface area of urban land within 400 meter radius 97 < 0.001 

Near shore hydraulic gradient 72 < 0.001 

Salinity 63 < 0.001 

Proximity to nearest shoreline 22 < 0.001 

Near shore soil permeability 8.2 | < 0.001 

Near shore runoff events 7.7| < 0.001 

Surface area of agricultural land within 400 meter radius 6.5} < 0.001 

Near shore Darcy velocity 3.1 0.001 

Water temperature 2.0 0.007 

Surface area of pasture land within 400 meter radius 0.6 0.132 

Proximity to wastewater "treatment plant 0.2 0.389 

Total sum of squares 1,303.3 

Error 10,712 
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V. Discussion 

Data Variability 

The cause of the high bacteria MPN levels for a short time, i.e. bacteria 

"spikes", is a basic unknown in the system. The knowledge of the cause of spikes 

may be the key to developing a model for predicting bacteria levels. The cause of the 

bacteria spikes could possibly be sampling errors, measurement errors or, more 

likely, due to the cyclic nature of bacteria growth. According to Thimann (1963), 

bacteria can divide every 15 to 20 minutes and can easily fill a culture flask in half a 

day in the right conditions. Because bacteria consume food and grow more bacteria, 

the food can be consumed exponentially faster. If left unabated, a single bacteria 

could fill the Earth's surface in under two (2) days. Of course that situation is 

impossible. The amount of nutrients that the bacteria have at their disposal is often 

the limiting factor in bacteria growth. The bacteria spikes may be periods where the 

conditions are optimal for bacteria growth. Such as when they have plenty of food in 

the form of other contaminants, the temperature is just right, there is enough oxygen, 

there are no predator organisms, etc. But when the nutrients run out, the bacteria will 

quickly die off and return to normal levels. 

Another possible cause of the spikes is simply increased loading from some 

source. For example, animal feces from a flock of birds who happened to be resting 

in the vicinity of the reading may cause the higher bacteria levels. Also, runoff after 

a storm could be loaded with high levels of bacteria. 

The bacteria spikes are the cause of the large amount of variability in the data 

set. The number of MPN spikes are also the primary driving force behind high 

average MPN values as opposed to the MPN values being high all of the time. In 

other words, a large number of MPN spikes at a particular sampling station causes 

high geometric mean MPN concentrations. 
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Database Limitations 

Among the problems encountered with the analysis were the limitations of the 

GIS software. Atlas GIS has three major limitations, namely lack of relational 

database capability, lack of temporal variability, and lack of a third spatial 

dimension. 

Without going too deeply into database theory, a relational database allows a 

link to be made between two (2) or more databases. For example, in the following 

data set in Table 30, a code is assigned to the county. 

Table 30: Example data set 
  

  

  

  

  

  

Station County , Average MPN 

65:01 l 10.3 

65:02 1 12.5 

78:04 5 19.2 

01:12 3 25.6 

05:10 4 30.8           

Table 31 shows an example of the meaning of the county codes (note that the 

population values are arbitrary and not meant to be accurate). The county data is 

stored in a simple code which reduces database size. This example county database 

also contains population which is only dependent on county and thus does not need 

to be stored in the example data set in Table 30. Any number of additional variables 

related to the county could be stored in the county database without adding to the 

size of the example data set. Also if the county specific data changes, only the 

county database needs to be updated, not every record in the example data set. 
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Table 31: Example county code meanings 
  

  

  

  

  

  

Code County Population 

1 Accomack 12,000 

2 Essex 24,000 

3 Mathews 35,000 

4 Middlesex 45,000 

5 Northampton 7,000           
A relational database allows the use of codes to correspond to a look-up table. 

Atlas GIS does not have this capability, so the complete county name was stored in 

each record of the bacteria database which greatly increased the size of the database. 

Time is important for recording the effect of changing conditions and non- 

static properties. The lack of a temporal dimension forced the use of summary 

statistics database files instead of using the raw bacteria data directly in Atlas GIS. 

These two limitations, namely lack of relational database capability and a temporal 

dimension, meant that other programs had to be used to complete the analysis. These 

are limitations that can be overcome, but require more analysis time. In other words, 

a more detailed analysis could have been made in the same amount of time if Atlas 

GIS did not have these limitations. 

A third spatial dimension (depth) would help model aquifers and different soil 

types that can occur below a given surface area of land. The lack of a third spatial 

dimension is less of a problem because the actual measurements for soils data in 

three (3) dimensions do not exist on a large scale anyway. For better model accuracy, 

and hence more accurate correlation results, three dimensional data sets will be 

required. 

Data Limitations 

One of the problems of a project of this scope is dealing with many kinds of 
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data (digital and analog) which have different formats (raster and vector), resolutions 

and levels of accuracy. Different formats were converted into Atlas GIS format, and 

this can entail some loss of accuracy. 

Also, the data set given for analysis was not optimally designed for the 

desired objective of linking SGWD to higher bacteria levels. Because the bacteria 

data are a measure of bacteria concentrations only in the water, the source of the 

bacteria can not be known for certain. However, other factors that relate to 

groundwater flow can be related to the data to see if they correspond to higher 

bacteria levels. The locations of a majority of the sampling stations are in the main 

channel, while most observable SGWD will occur near the shore.Placement of the 

sampling stations near the shore may be impractical because boats cannot reach the 

near shore regions all of the time, particularly during low tide. 

Another problem encountered was the use of the geometric mean bacteria 

levels to describe the influence of the various factors (rain, season, etc.). The use of 

one number to represent an entire data set 1s questionable but not without validity. 

The geometric mean is probably the most appropriate number to work with, but is 

subject to bias due to uneven sampling. In other words, the data set is not uniform in 

the sense that all samples are taken at the same frequency, and at uniformly spaced 

locations. There are concentrations of sampling sites in small areas which unevenly 

weighed the mean in favor of that area. However the large size of the database 

means that the effect of sampling location concentration is fairly small. Sampling 

location concentration affects the analysis in ways besides skewing the geometric 

mean. It skews every calculated parameter in some way. 

Factors Potentially Affecting Bacteria Levels 

Season: 

The season of sampling was hypothesized to be a major influence on the 

bacteria MPN levels. According to the given rain data set, the amount of 
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precipitation is generally evenly distributed between the seasons. In the fall and 

winter, less evapotranspiration occurs due to reduced vegetation. Recharge to 

groundwater aquifers will generally be increased during this time. In the summer and 

spring more vegetation exists and hence greater evapotranspiration occurs which 

reduces the infiltration into the aquifer. Thus the colder months tend to produce a 

higher water table due to higher recharge rates. A higher water table means increased 

SGWD rates as well as increased contaminant transport capability from such sources 

as OSWDS. 

An interesting finding was that bacteria levels were significantly lower in the 

winter than any other season. This would tend to lessen the argument that SGWD is 

the cause of increased bacteria concentrations because SGWD rates are higher in the 

winter. But E. Coli bacteria have a generation rate which is influenced by 

temperature. The generation rate is the amount of time between generations (i.e. the 

reproduction time). It will start at basically an infinite amount of time at temperatures 

below 10°C for £. Coli and will decrease to a minimum at about 38 °C. At higher 

temperatures the generation rate increases rapidly because of enzyme destruction and 

protein denaturation (Thimann, 1963). Thus in the lower temperatures of winter, 

bacteria growth will be reduced and will cause lower MPN measurements. 

Since the other seasons (spring, summer, and fall) had relatively similar 

geometric mean bacteria levels, the effect of higher seasonal water tables could have 

been offset by a lower average temperature in the winter which inhibits bacteria 

growth. 

Rainfall and runoff: 

The presence of rainfall in the last two (2) days prior to sampling was shown 

to correlate with higher bacteria MPN concentrations. This correlation can be the 

result of three (3) different processes. First, rain could be infiltrating into the ground 

and increasing the hydraulic head of the groundwater in the area. This would cause 

the groundwater to be released into the estuary via SGWD. If the groundwater is 
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contaminated with fecal coliform bacteria, then this would lead to higher bacteria 

MPN readings. The second possibility is that the rain runs off the ground and flows 

over land into the adjacent water body. If the ground surface is contaminated with 

fecal coliforms, then it would cause higher bacteria MPN readings. The ground 

surface is likely to be contaminated with fecal coliform from animal wastes or some 

other non-point sources. The rain runoff would bring the coliforms into the water, 

thus increasing readings at the sampling sites. Runoff predictions showed that few 

runoff events, about 11%, actually occurred during bacteria sampling in rain events 

even using a conservative estimation. Thus, the small number of runoff events tends 

to support the first hypothesis, that rain causes contaminated groundwater to enter the 

estuary. There is a third possibility. In this scenario, the rain actually is the conduit 

for contaminating the groundwater. Rain can cause the soil to become saturated or 

nearly saturated which greatly improves the transport potential of the soil. Bacteria in 

the soil from OSWDS or other sources would be carried by the rain through the 

vadose zone into an underlying aquifer. The bacteria could then be contaminating the 

aquifer via rain transport. The rain would also serve to increase SGWD to 

contaminate the aquifer. Alternately, the rain can raise the groundwater table such 

that drain fields of an OSWDS become saturated and cannot adequately treat the 

STE. 

Tide, salinity and secchi depth: 

High tide correlated with lower bacteria MPN readings and low tide correlated 

with higher MPN readings. One conclusion is that there is less water at low tide than 

high tide, thus the bacteria concentration would tend to be higher given a constant 

bacteria influx rate. From a groundwater standpoint, however, low tide also means a 

larger gradient from the aquifer into the water body. Thus if the groundwater is 

contaminated by some source (e.g. OSWDS), it would tend to cause higher bacteria 

MPN loadings. If the groundwater were not contaminated it would dilute the estuary 

water and offset the effect of low tide to some extent. Thus this finding tends to 
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support that contaminated SGWD could cause of higher bacteria levels. Future work 

would be to study an area more closely and monitor groundwater flow rates as well 

as bacteria concentrations. 

Higher salinity levels corresponded with lower bacteria MPN levels. The 

primary reason would be due to the fact that salinity is a known inhibitor of bacteria 

growth (Mancini, 1978). However, it can also be related to groundwater flow because 

the groundwater in the upper aquifers is fresh water. Lower salinity could be a sign 

of groundwater influx, but it could also be due to surface water influx. Because 

lower salinity is linked to higher bacteria MPN levels, the cause may be either its 

inhibitory effect, the presence of contaminated groundwater, or the prescence of 

contaminated surface water. 

Low secchi depth corresponded with higher bacteria MPN levels. Since secchi 

depth is a measure of the clearness of the water, the particles that obscure light are 

probably providing nutrients for, or possibly are a source of bacteria. The source of 

turbidity could be either sediment or heavy rain transporting particles from the land. 

Warm blooded animals: 

The effect of warm blooded animals is a factor that is difficult to quantify yet 

may be significant. They are a non-point source of fecal coliform into the estuary. 

Their wastes are not treated when they enter the estuary system and hence have 

potential to be a large factor in elevating bacteria concentration levels. Animal waste 

could offset the effects of human waste treated by OSWDS. Since animals are likely 

to be less prevalent in residential areas, their bacteria loading would be less in 

residential areas. Conversely, they are likely to be more prevalent in non-residential 

areas. Thus areas with no human presence would tend to have a large animal 

presence. If animals do contribute to the fecal coliform concentrations, then they 

could cause elevated loadings in otherwise non-populated areas. Further study on a 

local basis could help fill the gap in the data set regarding warm blooded animal 

fecal contamination. 
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Regression Analysis 

Temporal trends: 

The trend analysis of the bacteria levels over time revealed that, as a whole, 

the levels have been increasing over time. Breaking the data down by county reveals 

that most of the counties have experienced increases in bacteria levels with the 

exceptions being Essex, King and Queen, and Richmond counties. The slopes in 

those particular counties were less steep than their positive (increasing bacteria level) 

counterpart counties. 

This is a good indication that more bacteria or more contaminants which feed 

the bacteria have been entering the waters. The source of the increasing bacteria or 

contaminants can only be speculated, but may be due to the effect of human activity 

since that is the factor that 1s the most dynamic of all. 

Water quality analysis: 

The results of the multiple regression on the raw data show that the cause of 

the bacteria MPN readings can not be fully explained. In other words, given a set of 

the variables defined in this study, the bacteria concentrations cannot be predicted 

accurately. The lack of a strong correlation is due to a number of factors: 

1. The given bacteria data set was designed to evaluate the approval of 

shellfish harvesting areas, not link bacteria levels with SGWD. 

2. Other factors were likely responsible, including some that cannot be easily 

quantified. 

3. The accuracy of the data may not be good enough. However more 

accurate data does not exist. 

4. Some of the assumptions in defining the derived variables (such as land 

use in a 400 meter radius and near shore soil permeability) may have been 

poor. For example, for the urban land use value, a circle of radius 400 

meters was used. All urban land within that circle was summed. The 400 
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meter distance is an arbitrary value. Radii of other than 400 meters were 

tested by Wynn (1993) for a similar study who found that 400 meters was 

the most appropriate radius for SGWD calculations. 

5. The bacteria readings are taken in the water away from the shoreline. If 

the water is highly turbulent such as in a river, then the bacteria can travel 

very far in a short amount of time. Thus if a source is contributing 

bacteria to the James River far upstream, for example, then the bacteria 

could be transported to the mouth of the river in a few days causing 

higher bacteria concentrations there. 

Future Work 

In order to find a higher correlation between SGWD and bacteria MPN levels, 

more significant work will have to be done on a local basis. Seepage meters should 

be used as the source for measuring bacteria MPN readings. This will give bacteria 

concentration versus SGWD flow rates data. This also eliminates the basically 

unknown effects of the estuary on bacteria transport. 

One area suggested for testing is the Cherrystone Bay Inlet. This area has 

been studied intensively and has one known source of contamination. Other sites for 

testing are sites with large amounts of OSWDS. Currently, the Eastern Shore is 

served by only three (3) wastewater treatment plants. Many of the homes there have 

septic systems. Any sites that are near urban land use could be used. These sites can 

be located using Atlas GIS and the digital soils map of the Eastern Shore. For 

comparison purposes, sites on the Western Shore side should also be examined. In 

the Mobjack Bay area, there are many sites that are near residential areas. Any 

upstream areas can be used as a survey site. Some downstream sites should also be 

examined to compare the actual levels of bacteria concentration that are emitted 

downstream and compared with those emitted upstream. 
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VI. Conclusions 

A large data set of bacteria MPN concentrations for sites along the 

Chesapeake Bay in Virginia was examined. The data set extends from August 3, 

1981 through December 4, 1992 and contains some 191,910 individual 

measurements. Hydrologic data were also measured at this time for some of the 

sampling stations at most of the sampling times. Hydrological data was assumed for 

many of the sampling stations based on known data at nearby stations. 

The bacteria data were analyzed on a log base 10 scale to attempt to remove 

the effect of its highly variable nature. A multiple regression was performed on the 

data from Eastern Shore stations only, where soils data was available, which included 

the following factors ordered by significance in the multiple regression: 

1. Surface area of water in a 400 meter radius 

. Season 

. Tide level during sampling 

. Rain in the last two (2) days prior to sampling 

. Surface area of urban land in a 400 meter radius 

. Near shore hydraulic gradient 

. Salinity 
. Proximity to nearest shoreline 

. Near shore soil permeability 

10. Near shore runoff events 
11. Surface area of agricultural land in a 400 meters radius 

12. Near shore Darcy velocity 

13. Water temperature 
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These factors were all accounted for in a multiple correlation with the bacteria MPN 

concentrations. The factors correlated to about 22% with the bacteria concentrations 

meaning that they do not fully explain the variability on the data set. 

The complete data set was examined by taking the mean of the bacteria 

readings during certain conditions. The effect of a factor was examined by looking at 

the mean of the bacteria data both with and without the factor. Using this analysis, 

the following factors were examined (in order of significance): 
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. Heavy rain 

. Light rain and low tide 

. Light rain 

. Low tide 

. Low salinity 

. Low secchi depth 
. Light rain and high tide 

. No rain and low tide 
. Combined data (no factor) 

10. High secchi depth 

11. High salinity 

12. High tide 

13. No rain 

14. No rain and high tide 
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Analysis of these factors is consistent with the assertion that SGWD is causing 

elevated bacteria MPN levels. However, most of the trends are also consistent with 

the assertion that surface runoff is causing elevated bacteria levels. 

One of the strongest trends noted was that bacteria MPN concentrations 

increased as the distance upstream increased. This trend can be easily seen from any 

of the figures presented but cannot be easily quantified. An attempt to quantify this 

factor was made by taking calculating the percentage of water with a 400 meter 

radius of every sampling station. The lower the amount of water, the higher upstream 

the station is expected to be. This quantification was hindered by Atlas GIS's limited 

capabilities to calculate this value. Nonetheless, it was by far the most important 

factor in the multiple regression analysis of the Eastern Shore data. 

Suggested future work for the project includes obtaining local data of actual 

groundwater flow using seepage meters. The use of seepage meter data will confirm 

assumptions about groundwater flow during events such as rain, tide and season. 
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Appendix A - Sampling Station Inconsistencies 

The following sampling stations are listed in the bacteria database, but did not match 

with any of the digitized sampling stations: 

005 :CP10 043 :04SS 055 :023 058 :E70. 060 :EE99. 

005 :CP11 043 :05SS 056 :G29 058 :G71. 060 :F86. 

005 :CP12 043 :06SS 056 :K30 058 :G74. 060 :F88. 

005 :CP13 043 :07SS 056 :026 058 :G79. 060 :FF84. 

005 :CP14 043 :08SS 056 :032 058 :H73. 060 :FF88. 

005 :CPI5 043 :09SS 056 :S40 058 :J75. 060 :G84. 

025U:16 043 :10SS 056 :V40 058 :J77. 060 :G87. 

025U:17 045 :05.1 057 :Bé61 058 :-IRSTP 060 :GG86. 

025U:18 045 :05.2 057 :C59 058 :K75. 060 :GG90. 

025U:19 047 :04Y 057 :E57 058 :K76. 060 :GG95. 

025U:20 047 :04Z 057 :E61 038 :L76. 060 :GG97. 

025U:21 047 :05A 057 :F58 058 :L77. 060 :HH87. 

025U:22 047 :06Z 057 :H53 058 :M77. 060 :HH90. 

025U:23 047 :07A 057 :154 058 :M80. 060 :HH93. 

025U:24 047 :08.5 057 :J53 058 :N79. 060 :184. 

025U:25 047 :08.5Z 057 :J59 058 :083. 060 :II86. 

025U:26 047 :08A 057 :K51 058 :P82. 060 :II90. 

025U:27 047 :09A 057 :L54 059 :R83. 060 :1194. 

025U:28 047 :11A 057 :M53 059 :U81. 060 :J86. 

025U:29 O31 :13Z.1 057 :N56 059 :U82. 060 :JJ89. 

030M:04 055 :.Al9 057 :050 059 :V81. 060 :JJ91. 

030M:05 055 :.B18 057 :P55 059 :V82. 060 :KK89. 

030M:06 055 :.D18 057 :S49 059 :V83. 060 :L82. 

030M:07 055 :.G17 057 :WS51 060 :AA84. 060 :N85. 

030M:08 055 :.J15 057 :Y49 060 :AA88. 060 :N86. 

030M:09 055 :.M18 058 :01Z 060 :BB96. 060 :S85. 

030W:01 055 :.N20 058 :A62 060 :CC84. 060 :U88. 

030W:02 055 :-B19 058 :A65. 060 :CC87. 060 :U89. 

030W:03 055 :E21 058 :A69 060 :CC98. 060 :V85. 

038 :07.5 055 :F21 058 :B64. 060 :DD84. 060 :V87. 

040 :08A 055 :J22 058 :B65. 060 :DD96. 060 :W85. 

043 :01SS 055 :M21 058 :Cé65 060 :EE86. 060 :X84. 

043 :02SS 055 :N23 058 :C67. 060 :EE94. 060 :X85. 

043 :03SS 055 :019 058 :D71. 060 :EE97. 060 :X87. 
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The following sampling stations were digitized from USGS maps, but are not listed 

in the bacteria database: 

001 :07D 002 :U 029 :13 030L:D 049 :113 

001 :07E 002 :V 029 :14 030L:E 049 :114 

001A:E 002 :W 029 :15 030L:F 049 -114Y 

OO1A:F 012 :13 029 :16 030L:G 049 :114Z 

001A:G 012 :14 029 :17 030L:H 049 3115 

001A:H O12 :15 029 :18 030L:I 049 :116 

OO1A:1 012 :16 029 :19 030L:J 049 :117 

OO1A:J 014A:02.6B 029 :20 030L:K 049 :118 

001A:0 014A:02.6C 029 :21 030L:L 049 :119 

OO1LA:P 024 :-01 029 :22 042 :12.5 049 :120 

001A:Q 024 :-02 029 :23 044 :16.8 049 :121 

OO1A:R 024 :-03 030L:01D 044 :16.8Z 049 :122 

001A:S 024 :-04 030L:02D 044 :16.9 049 :208 

OO1A:T 024 :-05 030L:03D 044 :17.2Z 049 :209 

002 :10 024 :-06 030L:04D 044 :17.4 049 :210 

002 :11 024 :-07 030L:05D 044 :17.4Y 049 :211 

002 :12 025 :09 030L:06D 044 :17.4Z 049 :212 

002 :19 025 :10 030L:07D 044 :17Y 049 :213 

002 :20 025 :11 030L:09D 044 :17Z 049 :214 

002 :21 025 :12 030L:10D 046 :O1A 049 :215 

002 :22 025 :13 030L:11D 046 :20 049 :216 

002 :A 025 :14 030L:13 046 :21 049 :217 

002 :B 025 :15 030L:13A 048 :08 049 :218 

002 :C 025U:01 030L:13B 048 :09 049 :219 

002 :H 025U:02 030L:13C 048 :10 049 :220 

002 :I 025U:03 030L:14 048 :11 050 :05 

002 :J 025U:04 030L:14B 048 :12 050 :06 

002 :K 025U:05 030L:14C 048 :13 050 :07 

002 :L 025U:06 030L:15 048 :14 050 :08 

002 :M 029 :05 030L:15B 048 :15 050 :09 

002 :N 029 :06 030L:15C 048 :24 050 :10 

002 :O 029 :07 030L:16 048 :93 050 :11 

002 :P 029 :08 030L:16B 049 :108 050 :12 

002 :Q 029 :09 030L:16C 049 :109 050 :13 

002 :R 029 :10 030L:A 049 :110 050 :15 

002 :S 029 :11 030L:B 049 :111 050 :17 

002 :T 029 312 030L:C 049 :112 050 :193 
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Appendix B - FoxPro Program Listings 

Program Philosophy and Documentation Notes 

The computer programs written in FoxPro are not intended for a beginning 

user of databases, or FoxPro. While they are designed to be user friendly, there is 

minimal description of the programs’ function while they run. An experienced user 

can edit the programs and read the more extensive documentation within. 

All of the programs read and write input and output files to the current 

directory. This facilitates copying of databases and the programs into a working 

directory before they are run. This is preferred because it is better to work with a 

copy than the original, especially if something goes wrong or the program does not 

function as expected. While the programs have been tested, they have not been 

thoroughly "de-bugged" to remove all errors. No program is 100% effective in all 

situations. The programs are expected to work correctly, but small changes in the 

code may be required in some cases. They were written with the basic notion that 

you should not have to change the code to, for example, read a bacteria database. 

The subroutines are accessed by full path name, meaning they should be kept 

in the same directory. The directory used was C:\FRANK\FOXPRO. Also, some of 

the programs copy the database structure of another database. When this occurs, the 

full path name is specified. The directory for the bacteria databases is 

C:\FRANK\BACT and the directory for the summary statistics databases is 

C:\FRANK\ORIGINAL. If the file structure is modified, and those directories are 

changed then some of the programs would have to be modified slightly. While this is 

not an optimal situation, the problem ts relatively minor. 

Most of the programs are documented enough to understand them given an 

understanding of the project as a whole. Each section of code has a brief description 

of what is happening and a summary of the program's function appears in the 
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beginning. Also listed are any files accessed and subroutines called. Some of the files 

or subroutines are listed by name and some by full path. If they are only listed by 

name, then the program looks for the file or subroutine in the current directory only. 

If a full path name is given, then that is where the file or subroutine must reside in 

order for the program to run. 

Some of the major programs are written with the ability to understand 

command line input. This means that information that the program is looking for can 

be entered when the program is run. For example, the CALC program, which 

calculates summary statistics for a bacteria database can be run in one of two ways. 

First, the user can simply type "CALC" and enter return. The program will ask for 

any desired input that it needs. Also, the user can type: 

CALC 'bactco', 'bactstco','y' 

This will run the CALC program without asking for the input data because it has 

already been supplied. The primary advantage of using command line input is that 

another program can be written to use it. This allows batch operations which can 

process all of the databases at once (see the CALCALL.prg description). 

Program Listing Descriptions 

All major FoxPro SQL programs used in the analysis are listed below with a 

brief summary of their purpose. 

ADDCTY.prg 

Fills in the COUNTY field in the given output bacteria database with the 

county in which the sampling station resides. This program takes its input data from 

STATIONS.dbf which contains the county location of every sampling station. 

ADDCTYNA prg 
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Fills in the COUNTY field in the FITCTY database file. This is to correct for 

a deficiency in Systat which does not match output with the input. 

ADDLLMA. prg 

Adds the approximate latitude and longitude coordinates for each sampling 

area (also referred to as a map) into the BACTMACO database file which contains 

summary bacteria MPN statistics by sampling area. 

ADDLLST.prg 

Adds the latitude and longitude coordinates for each sampling station into a 

database file which contains summary bacteria MPN statistics by sampling station. 

ADDSLOPE.prg 

Fills the SLOPE field in the appropriate summary statistics database with the 

data coming from FITSTATS.dbf. This program looks for a match in the station 

name field in both databases. If the name matches, then the value in the SLOPE field 

in the FITSTATS.dbf database is transferred to SLOPE field in the summary 

Statistics database. 

CALC.prg 

Calculates summary statistics of all data in a given input bacteria database file 

by season. The results are output to the database STATS. dbf. 

CALCALL.prg 

Program which calls CALC to process all of the bacteria databases at once. 

The input and output filenames are written into the program. Any additional 

databases added would require the addition of a line in this program to be included 

in a batch calculation run. 
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CALCONE prg 

Subroutine which is only called by CALC.prg for the purpose of calculating 

statistics for one season. 

CFIELDS.prg 

Stores the field names in the original hydrological databases so that they 

could be analyzed for transformation into five (5) separate databases. 

CHECK. prg 

Checks the self-consistency of a given stations summary database. Some of 

the variables checked are the mean, maximum, minimum, and count of the seasons 

compared with the total. 

CHECKMAP.prg 

This program is the same as CHECK.prg above except that the input database 

must be a map summary database. 

COMPARE] prg 

Compares the stations from the bacteria data database (BACTCO.dbf) to the 

stations in the digitized database file (STATIONS.dbf). Some of the stations for 

which there were bacteria data did not have a digitized point from the original 

topographic maps. This program noted the differences between the files and recorded 

the results in a text file. This allowed for the correction of errors in labeling digitized 

points and to reveal the fact that all of the sampling stations were not digitized 

because they could not be found on the topographic maps. 

COMPARE2.prg 

This program is similar to COMPARE] prg except that it compares the 

digitized stations database (STATIONS.dbf) with the bacteria data database 
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(BACTCO.dbf). Some of the digitized locations of sampling stations apparently have 

never had samples taken from them. This program notes those stations and also 

helped to remove errors in labelling the digitized stations to match up with the actual 

bacteria data. 

COUNTCTY.prg 

Counts the number of sampling stations that are in each county. This program 

reads STATIONS.dbf for the input and creates an index by county. The output is 

stored in a new database called COUNTY.dbf which must be created by hand before 

running. It only requires two (2) fields: NAME and NUMBER which represent the 

county name and number of sampling stations in the county. 

DOALL.prg 

Program which calls all four (4) of the following programs in sequence for 

every bacteria database: MAKESTAT, ADDLLST, CALC, and ADDSLOPE. This 

program thus compiles the summary statistics for all the factors given the bacteria 

databases as input. As with CALCALL, if another factor database were to be created, 

then this program would have to be modified to include it. 

END. prg 

Subroutine called by every program which performs standard clean up 

procedures such as closing all files and returning global variables back to their 

defaults. It also reports the start and end time of the program run, as well as the time 

difference between the two. It is stable enough to record the time even if the program 

ran for several days. 

INIT.prg 

Subroutine called by every program which sets up the environment for the 

programs to run. For example, it clears the screen, prints out that a program is 
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running, and initiates the timing variable which measure how long the program runs. 

MAKEFFIVE.prg 

Creates five (5) hydrological databases based on data type out of the 117 

hydrological databases which are based on map number. Due to a variable number of 

fields present in each of the original 117 databases, this program had to be written 

with a simple kind of "artificial intelligence" to read the field name and identify 

which of the five (5) new databases to place the data into. The five hydrological 

databases created are called: RAIN.dbf, WIND.dbf, TIDE.dbf, SALINITY.dbf, and 

SECCHI.dbf. These databases are described in detail in the New Database Structure 

section in the Methods chapter. 

MAKEMANA prg 

Creates a new database with the names of all maps that occur in the input 

database. The program creates only one instance of the name. The input database 

must be sorted by map number for this program to work correctly. 

MAKEBACT _prg 

Creates all of the bacteria databases by factor from scratch based on 

BACTCO.dbf. The bacteria databases are listed in Table 7 (page 35). For each factor 

type, the program copies BACTCO.dbf and deletes all records that do not pertain to 

the particular factor. 

MAKEONE prg 

Creates the one unified bacteria readings database from the 117 bacteria 

readings databases which are organized by map number. This program was created 

by merging 8 other programs which together formed the evolution of the current 

database structure. This program is flexible in the sense that it must read data from 

databases with a variable number of fields. The user can enter the name of the new 
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database created. Also, a text file must be present named '‘files.txt' in the same 

directory as the program which contains the names of all the databases to merge. 

MAKESTST.prg 

Calculates summary statistics of an input bacteria database by season. The 

Statistics calculated are the min, mean, max and standard deviation of every bacteria 

reading by season. A new record is added for each station in the input database. The 

output database is created by taking the structure of another summary statistics 

database. The user can enter the name of input database and enter the name of the 

output database to be created. This program calls STATSTAT.prg. 

MATCH. prg 

Copies data from the field of the input database into another field in the 

output database. Since the field names can be anything, any changes must be written 

into the program. This program is a utility program and has no direct use in the 

analysis process. 

MERGECTY .prg 

Used once to merge together two databases which had similar county 

information data. The program takes the input file and copies its contents into the 

specified output database. 

ONE. prg 

Creates a list of stations present in a bacteria database. Only one instance of a 

station is recorded. The input database must be sorted by sampling station in order 

for this program to function correctly. This program was written to be used with 

Systat which does not match output with the given input. 

RAINEVT.prg 
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Fills the RAIN field in the output database named by the user. The user can 

specify the number of days prior to the reading date. The program adds all of the 

rain events in that map within the time range specified. The "Clear it?" option will 

first place a zero in the RAIN field of every record in the output database. The input 

database is RAIN.dbf. 

. REMCHARS. prg 

Removes all extraneous (non-ASCII) characters in the input database. This 

program was used to clean up a VirGIS database file that was obtained over the 

modem lines. Transfers between computer systems often create problems, in the form 

of extra characters, in the files transferred. 

REMDUP.prg 

Removes duplicate records in the RAIN.dbf. This program can only work 

correctly if the RAIN.dbf database is sorted by date and map. It works by comparing 

the current record to the previous one. If they match, then the latter one is deleted. 

The PACK command must be issued manually to compress the database after 

program completion. This allows for the new database to be viewed with the 

deletions marked (instead of actually erased). 

REMONE.prg 

Removes any instance of a record which is the only reading for a particular 

sampling station. In other words, if only one sample was ever taken at the station 

then it's record is deleted. This is to correct a deficiency in Systat which halts further 

processing during a linear regression analysis when reaching a set of points with only 

one (1) point. 

SALEVT.prg 

Fills in the SALINITY and TEMP (temperature) fields in the specified input 
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bacteria database. The input database is SALINITY.dbf. The output database is 

automatically sorted by date with an index that automatically is deleted at program 

completion. Since there was often more than one salinity reading per map and date, 

the readings were averaged and assigned to all stations with the same date and map 

number. 

SECEVT.prg 

Fills in the SECCHI (secchi depth) field in the specified input bacteria 

database. The input database is SECCHI.dbf. The output database is automatically 

sorted by date with an index that automatically is deleted at program completion. 

Since there was often more than one secchi depth reading per map and date, the 

readings were averaged and assigned to all stations with the same date and map 

number. The rest of the information in the secchi depth database was not used. 

SHOWSTRU .prg 

Reads the database structure of the 117 original bacteria database files and 

outputs the results into the text file "struc.txt". The input files must be in the file 

"files.dat" so that they can be opened by the program. Detailed information about 

creating this file is described above in the section Bacteria Database Constructon in 

the Methods chapter. 

STATSTAT.prg 

Subroutine used by CALC.prg which calculates summary statistics for a single 

season. 

TIDEEVT.prg 

Fills in the TIDE (tide code) field in the specified input bacteria database. 

The input database is TIDE.dbf. The process of assigning codes is described in detail 

in the tide subsection of the Factors Potentially Affecting Bacteria Levels section in 
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the Methods chapter. 

Source Code Listings 

ADDCTY _prg: 

* Program to add the county name to all 
* known sampling stations in the database. 
* The information comes from STATIONS. 
* Any unknown stations are left blank. 
* 

Subroutines used: 
C:\ FRANK\ FOXPRO\INIT 

C:\FRANK\FOXPRO\END 

Databases used: 
C: \FRANK\ ORIGINAL\ STATIONS 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\init 

SET exact ON 

* variable defaults 

STORE ' ‘ TO Input_dbf 
STORE ' ' TO Output_dbf 
STORE ' ' TO lastname2 
STORE 'Y' TO Clear It 
STORE 0 TO tc 
STORE 0 TO le 

* Get information 

5 SAY "Output Database: " 
28 GET Output_dbf 

, © SAY "Clear Output Database: " 
28 GET Clear It PICTURE "L" FUNCTION "!" O

o
 

~
~
 

=~
 

8 
~ O
e
 

@
 

Be 

READ 

@i1i, 1 

IF Output_dbf == ' ‘ 
RETURN 

ENDIF 

* Manipulate the variables a little 

STORE alltrim(Output_dbf) + '.dbf' TO Output_dbf 

* Output database 
SELECT 1 
IF FILE (Output dbf) 

? 'Opening and indexing ' + Output dbf + '...' 
USE «Output dbf ~ 
ERASE Temp idx.idx 
INDEX ON name2 TO Temp idx 
USE &QOutput dbf INDEX Temp idx ALIAS bact 
2? ' done.' ~ 

ELSE 
? Output_dbf + ' not found.' 
DO C:\FRANK\FOXPRO\ end 
RETURN 

ENDIF 

? 'Clearing ' + Output_dbf + '...' 
IF Clear It == 'Y' 
REPLACE ALL bact->county WITH ' ' 

ENDIF 
?? ‘'done.' 
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* Input database 
SELECT 2 
USE C:\FRANK\original\stations 
INDEX on name2 TO Temp 2 
USE C:\FRANK\original\stations INDEX Temp_2 ALIAS stat 

wait 

SELECT 1 

SCAN 
STORE bact->name2 TO bname? 

SELECT 2 

* Print out update of progress and find 
* name in STATIONS 

IF bname2 <> lastname2 

?? alltrim(str(lc)) 

* New station 

STORE bname2 TO lastname2 
? bname2 + ' - ' 

STORE 0 TO le 
FIND &bname2 
IF found() 
STORE stat->county TO scty 

* STORE stat->name2 TO sname2 
ELSE 
LOOP 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

* update output bacteria database 

* IF pbname2 == sname2 
* STORE stat->county TO scty 

REPLACE bact->county WITH scty 
STORE tc + 1 TO tc 
STORE le + 1 TO le 

* ENDIF 

SELECT 1 

ENDSCAN 

2? alltrim(str(lc)) 

? 
? 'Changed ' 
2? te 
?? ‘ records.' 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\end 

ERASE Temp_2.idx 
ERASE Temp _idx.idx 

ADDCTYNA.prg: 

* Program to add the county name to the 
* slopes database file. Also adds the number 
* of records used in the slope calculation. 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\init 

SELECT 1 
USE bactsort 

SELECT 2 
USE fit 

SELECT 1 
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DO WHILE !EOF() 
STORE bactsort->county TO The _Cty 
CALCULATE cnt() WHILE bactsort->county == The Cty TO The_Count 
? The_Cty + ':' + alltrim(str(The_Count)) 

SELECT 2 
REPLACE fit->county WITH The_Cty 
REPLACE fit->count WITH The Count 
SKIP 

SELECT 1 
ENDDO 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\end 

ADDLLMA.prg: 

* Program to fill in the fields Lat and 
* Lon in the input map database with information 
* coming from the MAPLL.dbf. 

DO ¢c:\frank\foxpro\init 

SET exact ON 

STORE ' ' TO lastmap 

SELECT 1 
USE mapll 

* Input database - change if necesary 
SELECT 2 
USE bactmaco 
INDEX on mapname to mapname 
USE 
USE bactmaco index mapname ALIAS mapstat 

SELECT 1 

SCAN 
SELECT 2 

STORE mapll->map TO mname 

FIND é&mname 

IF found() 
REPLACE mapstat->lat WITH mapll->lat 
REPLACE mapstat->lon WITH mapli->lon 

ENDIF 

IF mname <> lastmap 
STORE mname TO lastmap 
IF found () 

? ‘Map ' + mname + ' located.' 
ELSE 

? ‘Map ' + mname + ' not located.' 
WAIT 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

SELECT 1 
ENDSCAN 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\end 

ADDLLST_prg: 

* Program to fill in the fields Lat and 
* Lon in the Output File with information 
* coming from C:\FRANK\ORIGINAL\STATIONS. 
* 
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Subroutines used: 
C:\FRANK\ FOXPRO\INIT 
C: \FRANK\ FOXPRO\END 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* Databases used: 
* C:\ FRANK\ ORIGINAL\ STATIONS 

PARAMETERS Output_dbf 

* Store the number of parameters passed because 
* the information is lost when calling INIT. 

STORE parameters() TO num_psd 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\init 

* variable defaults 

IF num_psd < 1 
STORE ' ' TO Output_dbf 

ENDIF 

*STORE ' ' TO Output_dbf 
STORE ' ' TO lastbname 

* Get information 

@ 5, 5 SAY "Output Database: "* 
@ 5, 22 GET Output_dbf 

IF num_psd < 1 
READ 

ENDIF 

@ 7, 1 

IF Output_dbf == ' ‘ 
RETURN 

ENDIF 

* Manipulate the variables a little 

STORE alltrim(Output_dbf) + '.dbf' TO Output_dbf 

* Output File 
SELECT 1 
USE «Output dbf 
INDEX on name to tempindx 
USE 
USE &Output_dbf INDEX tempindx alias bact 

* Input File 
SELECT 2 

USE C:\FRANK\ORIGINAL\stations 

INDEX on name TO statname 

USE 

USE C:\FRANK\ORIGINAL\Stations INDEX statname alias stat 

SELECT 1 

SCAN 
SELECT 2 

STORE bact->name TO bname 

FIND &bname 

IF found () 
*? "Station ' + bname + ' located.' 
REPLACE bact->lat WITH stat->lat 
REPLACE bact->lon WITH stat->lon 

*ELSE 

*? "Error locating station ' + bname 
ENDIF 

IF bname <> lastbname 
STORE bname TO lastbname 
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IF found({) 
? ‘Station ' + bname + ' located.’ 

ELSE 

? 'Station ' + bname + ' not located.' 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 

SELECT 1 
ENDSCAN 

CLOSE all 
ERASE tempindx.idx 
ERASE statname.idx 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\end 

ADDSLOPE.prg: 

Program to fill in the SLOPE field 
in the Output File with information 
coming from C:\FRANK\ORIGINAL\SLOPES. 

Subroutines used: 
C: \FRANK\ FOXPRO\ INIT 
C: \FRANK\ FOXPRO\ END 

* 
€ 

¢ 
¢€ 

+ 
€ 

€ 
£
£
 

Databases used: 
C:\FRANK\ORIGINAL\FITSTATS 

PARAMETERS Output_dbf 

* Store the number of parameters passed because 
* the information is lost when calling INIT. 

STORE parameters() TO num_psd 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\init 

* variable defaults 

IF num _ psd < 1 
STORE ' ' TO Output_dbf 

ENDIF 
STORE ' ' TO lastbname 

* Get information 

@ 5, 5S SAY “Output Database: " 
@ 5, 22 GET Output_dbf 

IF num_psd < 1 
READ 

ENDIF 

@o7, 1 

IF Output_dbf == ' ' 
RETURN 

ENDIF 

* Manipulate the variables a little 

STORE alltrim(Output_dbf) + '.dbf' TO Output_dbf 

* Output File 
SELECT 1 
USE &OQutput_dbf 
INDEX on name to tempindx 
USE 

USE &Output_dbf INDEX tempindx alias bact 

* Input File 
SELECT 2 
USE C:\FRANK\ORIGINAL\fitstats 
INDEX on name TO statname 
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USE 

USE C:\FRANK\ORIGINAL\fitstats INDEX statname alias stat 

SELECT 1 

SCAN 
SELECT 2 

STORE bact->name TO bname 

FIND &bname 

IF found() 
REPLACE bact->slope WITH stat->slope 

ENDIF 

IF bname <> lastbname 
STORE bname TO lastbname 
IF found () 

? 'Station ' + bname + ' located.’ 
ELSE 

? 'Station ' + bname + ' not located.' 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 

SELECT 1 
ENDSCAN 

CLOSE all 

ERASE tempindx.idx 
ERASE statname.idx 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\end 

CALC. prg: 

Program to calculate total statistics for 
the input database. 

Subroutines used: 
C: \FRANK\ FOXPRO\ INIT 

C: \FRANK\ FOXPRO\END 

C: \ FRANK\ FOXPRO\ CALCONE 

Databases used: 
C:\ FRANK\ORIGINAL\ STATS. DBF * 

£ 
¢ 

€ 
€ 

€ 
t 

€ 

PARAMETERS Input_dbf, Output_dbf, App 

* Store the number of parameters passed because 
* the information is lost when calling INIT. 

STORE parameters() TO num_psd 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\init 

* variable defaults 

IF num psd < 1 
STORE ' ‘ TO Input_dbf 

ENDIF 
IF num_psd < 2 
STORE ‘stats * TO Output_dbf 

ENDIF 
IF num_psd < 3 
STORE 'Y' TO App 

ENDIF 

SET decimals TO 6 

* Get information 

@ S, 5 SAY "Input Database: " 
@ 5, 22 GET Input_dbf 
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@ 7, 5S SAY "Output Database: " 
@ 7, 22 GET Output_dbf 

@ 9, 5 SAY "Append Data: " 
@ 9, 22 GET App PICTURE "L" FUNCTION "!" 

IF num_psd < 3 
READ 

ENDIF 

@11, 1 

IF Input_dbf == ' ' 
RETURN 

ENDIF 

* Manipulate the variables 

STORE alltrim(Input_dbf) 
STORE alltrim(Input dbf) 

a little 

TO In Name 

+ '.dbf' TO Input dbf 
STORE alltrim(Output_dbf) + '.dbf' TO Output_dbf 

* Input file 
SELECT 1 
USE &Input_dbf ALIAS bact 

* Output file 
SELECT 2 

IF App 
COPY FILE C:\FRANK\ORIGINAL\STATS.DBF TO &Output_dbf 

ENDIF 
USE &Output_dbf ALIAS out 

SELECT 1 

? 'Total:' 
DO C:\FRANK\FOXPRO\calcone 

? 'Winter:' 
SET FILTER TO bact->season 

DO C:\FRANK\FOXPRO\calcone 

? 'Spring:' 
SET FILTER TO bact->season 
DO C:\FRANK\FOXPRO\calcone 

? 'Summer:' 
SET FILTER TO bact->season 
DO C:\FRANK\FOXPRO\calcone 

? 'Fall:' 
SET FILTER TO bact~>season 
DO C:\FRANK\FOXPRO\calcone 

DO ¢c:\frank\foxpro\end 

CALCALL.prg: 

* Program to run CALC 

WITH ‘Total' 

= 'w 

WITH 'Winter' 

= tpt 

WITH 'Spring' 

= 'st 

WITH ‘Summer' 

= ‘pt 

WITH 'Fall' 

* on every bacteria database file. 

* Compile total statistics 

CALC 
CALC 
CALC 
CALC 
CALC 
CALC 
CALC 
CALC 
CALC 
CALC 
CALC 
CALC 

WITH 
WITH 
WITH 
WITH 
WITH 
WITH 
WITH 
WITH 
WITH 
WITH 
WITH 
WITH 

*bactco', 
"bactrn', 
"pactrl', 

*bactr2', 

*bacteh', 
"bactel', 
‘pactnh', 

‘bactnl', 
‘bactrh', 
"bactrl', 
‘bactth', 
"bacttl', SS

88
58
8S
8s
s5
E8
 'stats', 

*stats', 
*stats', 

*stats', 
‘stats', 
"stats', 
*stats', 

‘stats’, 
"stats', 
'stats', 
"stats', 
'stats','yY' 

‘yt 

fy? 

‘yer 

‘y? 

yt 

yt 

‘yt 

‘yt 

‘yt 

tyr 

ty! 
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DO CALC WITH ‘bactsh','stats','yY' 
DO CALC WITH ‘bactsl','stats','y' 

CALCONE.prg: 

Subroutine to calculate total statistics. te 

* 

* Called by: 
* CALC 

PROCEDURE calcone 
PARAMETERS seas 

CALCULATE all ecnt(), min({lmpn), avg(limpn), max(lmpn), std(lmpn) TO c, mn, av, mx, 
sd 
? ' Count Min Mean Max Stan. Dev' 

stri(c, 7, 0) 
' *, str(10%mn, 9, 3) 
' ', str(10*%av, 9, 3) 
‘ ", str(10*mx, 9, 3) 
' ', str(10°sd, 9, 3) Ay

) 
on
d 

ty
) 

4
)
 

on
) 

t 

I
V
 

SELECT 2 

APPEND blank 
REPLACE out~->database WITH In_Name 
REPLACE out->season WITH seas 
REPLACE out ->count WITH c 

REPLACE out->min WITH 10%mn 
REPLACE out->mean WITH 10“av 
REPLACE out->max WITH 10*mx 

REPLACE out->std WITH 10*sd 

SELECT 1 

RETURN 

CFIELDS.prg: 

* Program to count the number of fields in 
* every HYDRxxxx.dbf file to determine if they 
* have identical structures. 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\init 

STORE FOPEN("C:\frank\hydro\files.dat™, 10) TO TheFile 

FOR x = 1 TO 116 

STORE FGETS (TheFile) TO CurrentFile 
STORE RTRIM(LEFT (CurrentFile, 12)) TO FileName 
STORE chrtran(RTRIM(SUBSTR(FileName, 5, 4)), '.', ' ') to tx 

STORE "C:\FRANK\HYDRO\" + FileName to FullName 

IF file('&FullName') 

select 2 
use &FullName 
STORE fcount(2) TO nfields 
? right (STR(x), 3) + "=>" + tx + ' has '' 
2? alltrim(str(nfields) ) 
?? ' fields. '* 

IF field(4) == 'TIDE1STA' 

?? "1! 
ELSE 

272 «+'?!t 

WAIT 

ENDIF 

IF field(8) == 'TIDE2STA' 

?2? '2! 
ELSE 

29 tor 
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WAIT 
ENDIF 
IF left(field(12), 4) == 'TIDE' 
?? "3! 

WAIT 
ELSE 

27? 'N' 
ENDIF 

else 
? "Cannot find [" + FullName + "]. Skipping to next one... 
loop 

endif 
STORE field(nfields - 16) TO TheField 
IF TheField == 'RAINLOCAT' 

?? 'R! 
ELSE 

22 'xX* 

WAIT 
ENDIF 

ENDFOR 

= FCLOSE (TheFile) 

RETURN 

CHECK. prg: 

Program to check the database integrity 
of the input station database. It will 
compare the 
number of samplings per season and the 
mean values to make sure they add up 
correctly. 
The letters indicate a test. lower case 
means it passed, upper means it failed. 
Note that for the means check test (3), 
there was an allowance for a small 
difference due to round off error. t

e
b
e
 

e
e
 
t
t
 

et 
e
k
 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\init 

* Input file - change if necesary 
SELECT 1 
USE bactstno alias st 

SCAN 
STORE name2 to sname2 
* reset error counter 
STORE 0 TO ne 
? "Verifying station ' + sname2 + ' - ' 
* Compare station count in 2 ways 
IF fpcount <> tcount 
2? "A! 
STORE ne + 1 TO NE 

ELSE 
2? ‘at 

ENDIF 
IF tcount <> wcount + pcount + scount + fcount 
?? "Bt 
STORE ne + 1 TO NE 

ELSE 
?? ‘bt 

ENDIF 
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* Check min - This test deleted because it 
* had problems. 
* IF (tmin > wmin .AND. wcount > 0) .OR. (tmin > pmin .AND pcount > 0) .OR. 
> smin .AND. scount > 0) .OR. (tmin > fmin .AND. fcount > 0) 
* 9? 'c! 

* STORE ne + 1 TO NE 

* ELSE 

* 9? tect 

* ENDIF 

(tmin



* Check max 
IF tmax < wmax .OR. tmax < pmax .OR. tmax < smax .OR. tmax < fmax 
2? 'D! 
STORE ne + 1 TO NE 

ELSE 
2? ‘d' 

ENDIF 

* Check min, mean, and max relationships 

IF tmin > tmean .OR. tmax < tmean 
?? 'E? 

STORE ne + 1 TO NE 

ELSE 

?? ‘e! 
ENDIF 

IF wmin > wmean .OR. wmax < wmean 
?? ‘FS 

STORE ne + 1 TO NE 

ELSE 

2? «#'£! 

ENDIF 

IF pmin > pmean .OR. pmax < pmean 
?? 'G' 
STORE ne + 1 TO NE 

ELSE 
?? ‘g! 

ENDIF 

IF smin > smean .OR. smax < smean 

?? «~'H' 
STORE ne + 1 TO NE 

ELSE 
2? 'h' 

ENDIF 

IF fmin > fmean .OR. fmax < fmean 
2? ‘I? 

STORE ne + 1 TO NE 

ELSE 

2? ‘it 
ENDIF 

* Check mean values 

STORE abs(tmean - (wmean*wcount + pmean*pcount + smean*scount + 
fmean*fcount)/tcount) TO meancomp 
IF meancomp - 0.01 > 0 
2? "gs" 
STORE ne + 1 TO ne 

ELSE 
?? eae 

ENDIF 

* Check standard deviations against count. 

IF tcount <= 1 .AND. (tsd <> 0 .OR. tlsd <> 0) 
2? 'K' 
STORE ne + 1 TO ne 

ELSE 
2? 'k' 

ENDIF 

IF wcount <= 1 .AND. (wsd <> 0 .OR. wilsd <> 0) 
?? 'L' 

STORE ne + 1 TO ne 

ELSE 
?? "qt 

ENDIF 

IF pcount <= 1 .AND. (psd <> 0 .OR. plsd <> 0) 
2? 'M' 
STORE ne + 1 TO ne 

ELSE 
?2 'm' 
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ENDIF 

IF scount <= 1 .AND. (ssd <> 0 .OR. slsd <> 0) 
2? 'N' 
STORE ne + 1 TO ne 

ELSE 
2? 'n'! 

ENDIF 

IF fcount <= 1 .AND. (fsd <> 0 .OR. flsd <> 0) 
2? 'o! 
STORE ne + 1 TO ne 

ELSE 
?? 'o' 

ENDIF 

* Pause if errors encountered. 
IF ne > 0 

? ‘Errors were encountered. Check for capital letters. 
WAIT 

ENDIF 

ENDSCAN 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\end 

CHECKMAP.prg: 

Program to check the database integrity 
of the input map database. It will compare the 
number of samples per season and the 
mean values to make sure they add up 
correctly. 
The letters indicate a test. lower case 
means it passed, upper means it failed. 
Note that for the means check test (j), 
there was an allowance for a small 
difference due to round off error. * 

€£$ 
+ 

€ 
€ 

$€ 
H
F
 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\init 

* Input file - change if necesary. 
SELECT 1 
USE bactmaco alias st 

SCAN 
STORE mapname to smap 
* reset error counter 
STORE 0 TO ne 
? ‘Verifying station ' + smap+' - ' 
* Compare station count 
IF tcount <> wcount + pcount + scount + fcount 
2? ‘Bt 
STORE ne + 1 TO NE 

ELSE 
2? ‘bt 

ENDIF 

* Check min - This test deleted because it 
* had problems. 
* IF (tmin > wmin .AND. wcount > 0) .OR. (tmin > pmin .AND pcount > 0) .OR. (tmin 
> smin .AND. scount > 0) .OR. (tmin > fmin .AND. fcount > 0) 
* 9? "Cc! 

* STORE ne + 1 TO NE 

* ELSE 
* ?? Ya! 

* ENDIF 

* Check max 
IF tmax < wmax .OR. tmax < pmax .OR. tmax < smax .OR. tmax < fmax 
?? 'D! 
STORE ne + 1 TO NE 

ELSE 
?? ‘td! 

ENDIF 
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* Check min, mean, and max relationships 

IF tmin > tmean .OR. tmax < tmean 
2? «'ES 

STORE ne + 1 TO NE 

ELSE 

?? ‘et 

ENDIF 

IF wmin > wmean .OR. wmax < wmean 
?? #'F! 

STORE ne + 1 TO NE 

ELSE 

2? 'f£! 
ENDIF 

IF pmin > pmean .OR. pmax < pmean 
22 'G! 
STORE ne + 1 TO NE 

ELSE 

2? 'g' 
ENDIF 

IF smin > smean .OR. smax < smean 
?? #+'H’ 

STORE ne + 1 TO NE 

ELSE 

?? ‘h' 

ENDIF 

IF fmin > fmean .OR. fmax < fmean 
or 

STORE ne + 1 TO NE 
ELSE 

2? ‘it 

ENDIF 

* Check mean values 

STORE abs(tmean - (wmean*wcount + pmean*pcount + smean*scount + 
fmean*fcount)/tcount) TO meancomp 
IF meancomp - 0.01 > 0 
2? ‘gS! 
STORE ne + 1 TO ne 

ELSE 
2? t4 

ENDIF 

* Check standard deviations against count. 

IF tcount <= 1 .AND. (tsd <> 0 .OR. tlsd <> 0) 
2? ‘'K' 
STORE ne + 1 TO ne 

ELSE 
?? "kt 

ENDIF 

IF weount <= 1 .AND. (wsd <> 0 .OR. wlsd <> 0) 
2? 'L! 
STORE ne + 1 TO ne 

ELSE 
2? 'Q! 

ENDIF 

IF pcount <= 1 .AND. (psd <> 0 .OR. plsd <> 0) 
22 > 'M' 
STORE ne + 1 TO ne 

ELSE 
2? 'm! 

ENDIF 

IF scount <= 1 .AND. (ssd <> 0 .OR. slsd <> 0} 
?? 'N! 
STORE ne + 1 TO ne 

ELSE 
2? 'n' 

ENDIF 
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IF fcount <= 1 .AND. (fsd <> 0 .OR. flsd <> 0) 
?? 'o! 
STORE ne + 1 TO ne 

ELSE 
2? 'o! 

ENDIF 

* Pause if errors encountered. 
IF ne > 0 
WAIT 

ENDIF 

ENDSCAN 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\end 

OMPARE 1 prg: 

Program to compare the digitized station 
locations with the bacteria data files 

Subroutines used: 
C:\FRANK\ FOXPRO\ INIT 

C:\FRANK\ FOXPRO\END 

Databases used: 

BACTSTAT 
STATIONS * 

€ 
€ 

t+ 
£
£
 

€ 
€ 

H 
F 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\init 

SET exact ON 
SET decimals TO 0 

* Set variable defaults 

STORE 0 TO Count 

* Open bacteria database file 

SELECT 2 

USE bactstat 

INDEX ON name2 TO bname2 

USE bactstat INDEX bname2 ALIAS bactstat 

* Open digitized stations database 

SELECT 3 

USE stations alias stations 
INDEX ON name2 TO sname2 
USE stations INDEX sname2 ALIAS stations 

ifp = FCREATE('outputl.txt', 0) 

? 'Have measured data for, but did not match digitized points.' 

* Go through all records in BACTSTAT.dbf and 
* try to find in STATIONS.dbf 
select 2 
SCAN 

STORE bactstat->name2 TO bsname2 
* ? "Searching for [‘ + bsname2 + ‘]' 

* Search for record in other database 
SELECT 3 
FIND &bsname2 
IF .NOT. found() 

* Not found 

? bsname2 
= fputs(ifp, bsname2) 
STORE Count + 1 TO Count 

ELSE 
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* Found 

* ? 'Found ' + bsname 
ENDIF 
SELECT 2 

ENDSCAN 

? "Could not locate ' + ltrim(str(Count)) + * records.' 

= fclose(ifp) 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\end 

ERASE bname2.idx 
ERASE sname2.idx 

COMPARE? prg: 

Program to compare bacteria data files 
with the digitized station locations 

Subroutines used: 
C:\FRANK\ FOXPRO\ INIT 
C:\ FRANK\ FOXPRO\ END 

Databases used: 
BACTSTAT 
STATIONS * 

£€ 
€ 

+ 
€ 

€ 
€ 

€ 

DO ¢c:\frank\foxpro\init 

SET exact ON 

SET decimals TO 0 

* Set variable defaults 

STORE 0 TO Count 

* Open bacteria stations database 

SELECT 2? 

USE bactstat 

INDEX ON name2 TO bname2 
USE bactstat INDEX bname2 ALIAS bactstat 

* Open digitized stations database 

SELECT 3 

USE stations 
INDEX ON name2 TO sname2 
USE stations INDEX sname2 ALIAS stations 

ifp = FCREATE('output2.txt', 0) 

? 'Have digitized pt, but no measured data:' 
fputs(ifp, 'Have digitized pt, but no measured data:') 

* Go through all records in STATIONS.dbf and 
* try to find in BACTSTAT.dbf 

SELECT 3 

SCAN 

STORE stations->name2 TO ssname2 
* ? 'Searching for [' + ssname2 + ']' 

* Search for record in other database 
SELECT 2 
FIND é&ssname2 

IF .NOT. found() 

* Not found 

? ssname2 
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= fputs(ifp, ssname2) 
STORE Count + 1 TO Count 

ELSE 

* Found 

* >? 'Found ' + ssname2 
ENDIF 

SELECT 3 

ENDSCAN 

? "Could not locate ' + ltrim({str(Count})) + ' records.' 

= fclose(ifp) 

DO ¢c:\frank\foxpro\end 

ERASE bname2.idx 
ERASE sname2.idx 

COUNTCTY prg: 

Simple program to count the number of 
sampling stations in each county. This 
Program assumes that the COUNTY field 
has already been filled in the input 
database. 

Subroutines called: 
C:\FRANK\ FOXPRO\INIT 

C: \FRANK\ FOXPRO\END 

Databases used: 
STATIONS 
COUNTIES ¢ 

€ 
+ 

+ 
t
t
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H
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DO c:\frank\foxpro\init 

SELECT 1 
USE stations 
INDEX ON county TO counndx 
USE stations INDEX counndx ALIAS stat 

SELECT 2 
USE counties ALIAS cty 

SELECT 1 

DO WHILE !eof () 
STORE stat->county TO The Cty 
2? The Cty +‘: ' 

CALCULATE cnt() WHILE stat->county == The Cty TO Num Cty 
2? pad] (alitrim(str(Num_Cty)), 3) 

SELECT 2 
APPEND blank 
REPLACE cty->name WITH The_Cty 
REPLACE cty->number WITH Num_Cty 

SELECT 1 

ENDDO 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\end 

ERASE counndx.idx 

DOALL prg: 

* Program to run MAKESTST, ADDLLST and 
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CALC on every bacteria database file. 
Also calculates the estimated 90th 
percentile and fills in the SLOPE 
field for bactstco.dbf only. ¢ 

et 
£ 

* Calculate summary statistics by season 

‘Creating station databases...' 

W
V
 

MAKESTST WITH 'bactco', 'bactstco' 
MAKESTST WITH ‘'bactrn','*bactstrn' 

MAKESTST WITH ‘'bactri','bactstrl' 
MAKESTST WITH ‘bactr2', 'bactstr2' 
MAKESTST WITH ‘bacteh', 'bactsteh' 

MAKESTST WITH ‘bactel', 'bactstel' 
MAKESTST WITH 'bactnh','bactstnh' 
MAKESTST WITH 'bactnil', ‘bactstnl' 
MAKESTST WITH 'bactrh','bactstrh' 
MAKESTST WITH ‘bactrl1',‘bactstrl' 
MAKESTST WITH ‘bactth', 'bactstth' 
MAKESTST WITH ‘'bacttl','bactsttl' 
MAKESTST WITH 'bactsh','bactstsh' 
MAKESTST WITH ‘'bactsl','bactstsl' 8

8
8
S
5
3
8
8
8
3
s
s
e
8
 

* Add latitude - longitude 

D
e
d
 

ey
 

‘Adding latitude and longitude...' 

ADDLLST WITH 
ADDLLST WITH 
ADDLLST WITH 
ADDLLST WITH 
ADDLLST WITH 
ADDLLST WITH 
ADDLLST WITH 
ADDLLST WITH 
ADDLLST WITH 
ADDLLST WITH 
ADDLLST WITH 
ADDLLST WITH 
ADDLLST WITH 
ADDLLST WITH 

"bactstco' 
"bactstrn' 

"bactstrl1' 
"bactstr2' 
"bactsteh' 
"bactstel’ 
"bactstnh' 
*bactstnl' 
'bactstrh' 
"bactstrl' 
'bactstth' 

"pactsttl' 
"bactstsh' 
"bactstsl' 8

8
8
8
3
8
8
8
5
 
3s
sR
s 

statistics + Q 8 oO
 

hr
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QO ct
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"Compiling total statistics...' 

W
J
 

CALC WITH 
CALC WITH 

"pactco', 'stats','Y' 
‘pactrn','stats','Y' 

S
S
S
3
8
8
S
8
3
s
s
s
E
s
 

* 
V
d
 

CALC WITH 
CALC WITH 
CALC WITH 
CALC WITH 
CALC WITH 
CALC WITH 
CALC WITH 
CALC WITH 
CALC WITH 
CALC WITH 
CALC WITH 
CALC WITH 

Fill Estimated 90th percentile field (EST90TH) 

"Filling Estimated 90th Percentile field.. 

*bactrl', 
‘bactr2', 
*bacteh', 
"bactel', 
*bactnh', 
‘bactnl', 
‘bactrh', 
‘pbactrl', 
"bactth', 
*pacttl', 
‘pbactsh', 
"bactsl', 

USE bactstco 
REPLACE ALL est90th WITH 10% (1.28*log10( tlisd ) 
USE bactsten 

‘stats','y' 
"stats','Y' 
‘stats','Y' 
"stats', 'Y' 
‘stats','Y' 
"stats','yY' 

'stats','yY' 

*stats','Y' 
"stats', 'Y' 
*stats','Y' 
"stats', 'Y' 
'stats','yY' 

° 

+ logl0( timean }))



REPLACE ALL est90th WITH 10%*(1.28*1log10( tlsd 
USE bactstel 
REPLACE ALL est90th WITH 10%(1.28*log10( tlisd 
USE bactstnh 
REPLACE ALL est90th WITH 10%(1.28*1log10( tlsd 
USE bactstnl 
REPLACE ALL est90th WITH 10% (1.28*log10( tlsd 
USE bactstrl 
REPLACE ALL est90th WITH 10%°(1.28*log10( tlsd 
USE bactstr2 
REPLACE ALL est90th WITH 10°(1.28*log10( tisd 
USE bactstrh 
REPLACE ALL est90th WITH 10°(1.28*log10( tlsd 
USE bactstrl 
REPLACE ALL est90th WITH 10%(1.28*log10( tlsd 
USE bactstrn 
REPLACE ALL est90th WITH 10%(1.28*logi0( tlsd 
USE bactstsh 
REPLACE ALL est90th WITH 10%(1.28*log10( tlsd 
USE bactstsl 
REPLACE ALL est90th WITH 10°%(1.28*1log10( tlsd 
USE bactstth 
REPLACE ALL est90th WITH 10%(1.28*1log10( tlsd 
USE bactsttl 
REPLACE ALL est90th WITH 10%(1.28*log10( tlsd 

* Add slopes to BACTSTCO database 

‘Adding slopes...’ 

W
e
 

DO addslope WITH ‘bactstco' 

? 
? 'Done.' 

END.prg: 

Program designed to be the generic 
ending commands for all programs. It 
includes program timing. Note that 
the structure of this program is 
important and should not be changed 
significantly. * 

€ 
€ 

££ 
£ 

PUBLIC EndTime 

CLOSE all 

* Routine to complete the timing portion of 
* the program. This is not important, but 
* kinda interesting for those long runs. 

SET decimals TO 6 
SET talk OFF 

STORE time(1) TO EndTime 
STORE date() TO EndDate 

'*Program run complete.' 

' Start Time : ' 
? StartDate 

? ' © + StartTime 
' End Time : ' 

? EndDate 
? ' ' + EndTime 

' Difference : ' W
e
 

d
t
 

ed
 

STORE val(substr(StartTime, 1, 2)) TO StartHrs 
STORE val(substr(StartTime, 4, 2)}) TO StartMin 
STORE val(substr(StartTime, 7)) TO StartSec 
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STORE val (substr(EndTime, 
STORE val (substr (EndTime, 
STORE val (substr(EndTime, 

STORE EndDate - StartDate 
STORE EndHrs - StartHrs 
STORE EndMin - StartMin 
STORE EndSec - StartSec 

STORE 

IF DiffDate / 3600/24 >= 1 

?? alltrim(str(int (DiffTime/3600/24))) + 

TO EndHrs 
TO EndMin 
TO EndSec 

1, 
4, 
7)) 

TO DiffDate 
TO DiffHrs 

TO DiffMin 
TO DiffSec 

2)) 
2)) 

DiffDate*3600*24 + DiffHrs*3600 + DiffMin*60 + DiffSec TO DiffTime 

' days. ' 
STORE 3600*24* (DiffTime/3600/24 - int(Difftime/3600/24)) TO DiffTime 

ENDIF 

IF DiffTime / 3600 >= 1 
?? alltrim(str (int (DiffTime/3600))) + ‘ hours. ' 

STORE 3600* (DiffTime/3600 - int(Difftime/3600)) TO DiffTime 
ENDIF 

IF DiffTime / 60 >= 1 
?? alltrim(str (int (DiffTime/60))) + ' minutes. 
STORE 60* (DiffTime/60 - int (Difftime/60)) TO DiffTime 

ENDIF 

?? alltrim(str(DiffTime, 5, 2)) 
?? ' seconds.' 

CLEAR all 

SET talk ON 

RETURN 

INIT.prg: 

CLEAR 
*CLEAR all 

CLOSE all 

SET talk OFF 

SET decimals to 10 

W
J
 '*Program run initiated...’ 

PUBLIC StartTime, StartDate 

STORE time(1l) TO StartTime 
STORE date (} TO StartDate 

RETURN 

MAKEFIVE.prg: 

* Program to combine all of the HYDRxxxx.dbf 
* databases into 5 different ones divided 
* into logical sections. The 5 new databases 
* are called: 
* tide tide data 
* wind wind direction, velocity 
* salinity temperature, salinity 
* secchi secchi depth measurements 
* rain rain amounts 
* 

* Subroutines used: 
* C: \FRANK\ FOXPRO\ INIT 
* C: \FRANK\ FOXPRO\END 
* 
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* Databases used: 
* TIDE 
* WIND 
* SALINITY 
* SECCHI 
* RAIN 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\init 

* Open data file with input database names 

STORE FOPEN("C:\frank\hydro\files.dat", 10) TO TheFile 

* Open output databases 

SELECT 1 

USE tide 

SELECT 2 
USE wind 

SELECT 3 
USE salinity 

SELECT 4 

USE secchi 

SELECT 5 

USE rain 

* Start loop through all HYDR???? databases 

FOR x = 1 TO 116 

STORE FGETS(TheFile) TO CurrentFile 
STORE RTRIM(LEFT (CurrentFile, 12)) TO FileName 
STORE chrtran(SUBSTR(FileName, 5, 4), '.', ' ') TO tx 

STORE "C:\FRANK\HYDRO\" + FileName TO FullName 
IF file(‘'&FullName') 
SELECT 6 
USE &FullName alias hydro 
STORE fcount(6) TO nfields 

right (STR(x), 3) + "=>" + tx + ' [' 
? nfields 
? ‘y' 

W
w
 

od
 

* Main loop to process fields 

SCAN 

* tide database 

STORE hydro->date TO TheDate 
STORE upper (hydro->flood) TO vFlood 
STORE upper (alltrim(hydro->tidelsta)) TO stat 
STORE val (stat) TO vstat 
IF vstat > 0 .AND. vstat < 10 
STORE '0' + stat TO zstat 

ELSE 
STORE stat TO zstat 

ENDIF 
STORE upper (alltrim(hydro->tideldir)) TO direc 
STORE hydro->tidelhrs TO hrs 
STORE upper (alltrim(hydro->tidelcode}) TO tcode 

SELECT 1 
IF len(stat) = 0 

* skip the entry 
ELSE 
APPEND blank 

REPLACE tide->map WITH tx 
REPLACE tide->station WITH zstat 
REPLACE tide->name2 WITH tx + ':' + zstat 
REPLACE tide->date WITH TheDate 
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REPLACE tide->flood WITH vFlood 
REPLACE tide->direction WITH direc 
REPLACE tide->hours WITH hrs 
REPLACE tide->code WITH tcode 

ENDIF 

STORE upper (alitrim(hydro->tide2sta)) TO stat 
STORE val (stat) TO vstat 
IF vstat > 0 .AND. vstat < 10 

STORE 'O' + stat TO zstat 
ELSE 
STORE stat TO zstat 

ENDIF 
STORE alltrim(upper (hydro->tide2dir)) TO direc 
STORE hydro->tide2hrs TO hrs 
STORE alltrim(upper (hydro->tide2code)) TO tcode 

SELECT 1 

IF len(stat) = 0 

* skip entry 
ELSE 
APPEND blank 

REPLACE tide->map WITH tx 
REPLACE tide->station WITH zstat 
REPLACE tide->name2 WITH tx + ':' + zstat 
REPLACE tide->date WITH TheDate 
REPLACE tide->flood WITH vFlood 
REPLACE tide->direction WITH direc 
REPLACE tide->hours WITH hrs 
REPLACE tide->code WITH tcode 

ENDIF 

* wind database 

SELECT 6 
STORE upper (alltrim(hydro->avewinddir)) TO wdir 
STORE hydro->minwindvel TO minv 
STORE hydro->maxwindvel TO maxv 

SELECT 2 
IF len(wdir) = 0 .AND. maxv = 0 

* skip entry 
ELSE 

APPEND blank 

REPLACE wind->map WITH tx 
REPLACE wind->date WITH TheDate 
REPLACE wind->direction WITH wdir 
REPLACE wind->minvel WITH minv 
REPLACE wind->maxvel WITH maxv 

ENDIF 

SELECT 6 

* salinity database 

FOR y = 15 TO nfields 
IF left(field(y), 4) == 'TEMP' 
STORE field(y) TO fieldo 
STORE field(y + 1) TO fieldl 
STORE field(y + 2) TO field2 
STORE upper (alltrim(&field0)) TO stat 
STORE val (stat) TO vstat 
IF vstat > 0 .AND. vstat < 10 
STORE '0' + stat TO zstat 

ELSE 
STORE stat TO zstat 

ENDIF 

STORE &fieldl TO stemp 
STORE é&field2 TO sal 

STORE y + 2 TO y 

SELECT 3 
IF sal > 0 
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APPEND blank 

REPLACE salinity->map WITH tx 
REPLACE salinity->station WITH zstat 
REPLACE salinity->name2 WITH tx + 's' + zstat 
REPLACE salinity->date WITH TheDate 
REPLACE salinity->temp WITH stemp 
REPLACE salinity-~>salinity WITH sal 

ENDIF 

SELECT 6 
ELSE 
EXIT 

ENDIF 

ENDFOR 

* secchi database 

SELECT 6 
STORE upper (alltrim(hydro->cloudcover)) TO cc 

FOR z = y + 1 TO nfields 
IF left(field(z), 6) == 'SECCHI' 
STORE field(z) TO fieldd 
STORE field(z + 1) TO fieldl 
STORE field(z + 2) TO field2 

STORE upper (alltrim(&fieldQ)) TO stat 
STORE val (stat) TO vstat 
IF vstat > 0 .AND. vstat < 10 
STORE 'O' + stat TO zstat 

ELSE 
STORE stat TO zstat 

ENDIF 
STORE &fieldi TO sval 
STORE &field2 TO sbot 
STORE z+ 2 TO z 

IF len(stat) = 0 .AND. sval = 0 
LOOP 

ELSE 
SELECT 4 
APPEND blank 

REPLACE secchi->map WITH tx 
REPLACE secchi->station WITH zstat 
REPLACE secchi->name2 WITH tx + ‘':' + zstat 
REPLACE secchi->date WITH TheDate 
REPLACE secchi->cloudcover WITH cc 
REPLACE secchi->depth WITH sval 
REPLACE secchi->bottom WITH sbot 

SELECT 6 

ENDIF 
ELSE 
EXIT 

ENDIF 
ENDFOR 

* rain database 

SELECT 6 

STORE upper (alltrim(hydro->rainlocat)) TO rainl 
STORE hydro->rain24hr TO amtl 
STORE TheDate - 1 TO datel 

SELECT 5 
IF amti > 0 
APPEND blank 

REPLACE rain->map WITH tx 
REPLACE rain->date WITH datel 
REPLACE rain->location WITH rainl 
REPLACE rain->amount WITH amtl 

ENDIF 
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STORE hydro->amt2day TO amt2 
STORE hydro->date2day TO date2 

IF amt2 > 0 

APPEND blank 

REPLACE rain->map WITH tx 
REPLACE rain->date WITH date2 
REPLACE rain->location WITH rainl 
REPLACE rain->amount WITH amt2 

ENDIF 

STORE hydro->amt3day TO amt3 
STORE hydro->date3day TO date3 

IF amt3 > 0 

APPEND blank 

REPLACE rain->map WITH tx 
REPLACE rain->date WITH date3 
REPLACE rain->location WITH rainl 
REPLACE rain->amount WITH amt3 

ENDIF 

STORE hydro->amt4day TO amt4 
STORE hydro->date4day TO dated 

IF amt4 > 0 
APPEND blank 

REPLACE rain->map WITH tx 
REPLACE rain->date WITH date4 
REPLACE rain->location WITH rainl 
REPLACE rain->amount WITH amt4 

ENDIF 

STORE hydro->amt5Sday TO amt5 
STORE hydro->date5day TO date5 

IF amt5 > 0 
APPEND blank 

REPLACE rain->map WITH tx 
REPLACE rain->date WITH date5 
REPLACE rain->location WITH rainl 
REPLACE rain->amount WITH amt5 

ENDIF 

STORE hydro->amt 6day TO amt6é 
STORE hydro->date6day TO date6 

IF amt6 > 0 
APPEND blank 

REPLACE rain-~>map WITH tx 
REPLACE rain->date WITH date6 
REPLACE rain->location WITH rainl 
REPLACE rain->amount WITH amt6 

ENDIF 

STORE hydro->amt7day TO amt? 
STORE hydro->date7day TO date? 

IF amt? > 0 

APPEND blank 

REPLACE rain->map WITH tx 
REPLACE rain->date WITH date? 
REPLACE rain->location WITH rainl 
REPLACE rain->amount WITH amt? 

ENDIF 

STORE hydro->amt Bday TO amté 
STORE hydro->date8day TO dates 

IF amt8 > 0 
APPEND blank 
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REPLACE rain->map WITH tx 
REPLACE rain->date WITH dates 
REPLACE rain->location WITH rainl 
REPLACE rain->amount WITH amt& 

ENDIF 

* Not sure about what this means, so 

* deleted it out. 

*STORE hydro->weekbefore TO amt9 
*STORE TheDate - 7 TO date9 

*TF amt9 > 0 
* APPEND blank 

* REPLACE rain->map WITH tx 
* REPLACE rain->date WITH date9 
* REPLACE rain->location WITH rainl 
* REPLACE rain->amount WITH amt9 
*ENDIF 

SELECT 6 

ENDSCAN 

ELSE 
? "Cannot find map [* + tx + "). Skipping to next one...” 
WAIT 
LOOP 

ENDIF 

ENDFOR 

= FCLOSE (TheFile) 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\end 

RETURN 

MAKEMANA prg: 

* Program to take only one instance of a 
* map from the input file and place into the 
* new output database. 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\init 

SET exact ON 

SELECT 1 

* Input file - Change if necesary 
USE bactco alias bact 
GO top 

* Output file - Change if necesary 
SELECT 2 
USE bactmaco alias bactstat 
DELETE all 
PACK ‘ 

SELECT 2 

* Add first record 
APPEND blank 

STORE bact->mapname TO bmn 
STORE 0 TO thecount 

REPLACE bactstat->mapname WITH bmn 
? "New record [" + bmn + "] added" 
STORE bactstat->mapname TO bmn2 

SELECT 1 
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SCAN 
* Compare current map to last 
* map in the input database. If new 
* then add it. 
STORE bact->mapname TO bmn 

IF bmn == bmn2 
STORE thecount + 1 TO thecount 
loop 

ELSE 
* Add new record to BACTSTAT.dbf 
SELECT 2 
* Add count of last set of stations 
REPLACE bactstat->fpcount WITH thecount 
2? "with " + alltrim(str(thecount)) + " data points." 
* Now start with new station 
APPEND blank 
REPLACE bactstat->mapname WITH bmn 
? "New record [" + bmn + "] added" 
STORE 1 TO thecount 
STORE bactstat->mapname TO bmn2 
SELECT 1 

ENDIF 

ENDSCAN 

SELECT 2 
REPLACE bactstat->fpcount WITH thecount 
?? "with ® + alltrim(str{(thecount)) + " data points." 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\end 

MAKEBACT prg: 

* Program to construct all factor bacteria 
* databases from BACTCO.dbf 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\init 

SELECT 1 

COPY file bactco.dbf to bacteh.dbf 
use bacteh 
DELETE ALL for secchi <= 0.8 
pack 

COPY file bactco.dbf to bactel.dbf 
use bactel 
DELETE ALL for secchi > 0.8 
pack 

COPY file bactco.dbf to bactnh.dbf 
use bactnh 
DELETE ALL for rain >= 0.1 .or. tide < 4 .or. tide > 5 
pack 

COPY file bactco.dbf to bactnl.dbf 
use bactnl 
DELETE ALL for rain >= 0.1 .or. (tide > 1 .and. tide < 8) 
pack 

COPY file bactco.dbf to bactrl.dbf 
use bactril 

DELETE ALL for rain < 0.1 
pack 

COPY file bactco.dbf to bactr2.dbf 
use bactr2 
DELETE ALL for rain < 1 
pack 

COPY file bactco.dbf to bactrh.dbf 
use bactrh 

DELETE ALL for rain < 0.1 .or. (tide > 1 .and. tide < 8) 
pack 
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COPY file bactco.dbf to bactrl.dbf 
use bactrl 
DELETE ALL for rain < 0.1 .or. tide < 4 .or. tide > 5 
pack 

COPY file bactco.dbf to bactrn.dbf 
use bactrn 

DELETE ALL for rain >= 0.1 
pack 

COPY file bactco.dbf to bactsh.dbf 
use bactsh 
DELETE ALL for salinity <= 18.27 
pack 

COPY file bactco.dbf to bactsl.dbf 
use bactsl 

DELETE ALL for salinity > 18.27 
pack 

COPY file bactco.dbf to bactth.dbf 
use bactth 
DELETE ALL for tide > 1 .and. tide < 8 
pack 

COPY file bactco.dbf to bacttl.dbf 
use bacttl 
DELETE ALL for tide < 4 .or. tide > 5 
pack 

DO c:\frank\ foxpro\end 

MAKEONE .prg: 

* Program to merge BACT????.dbf files into 
* one unified database. The BACT databases 
* are organized by map. The program copies 
* the structure from BACTCO.DBF which is itself 
* an evolution of an earlier version of 
* this program, so it's a kind of 
* Terminator thing. 
* 

* Subroutines called: 
* C:\FRANK\ FOXPRO\INIT 
* C: \FRANK\ FOXPRO\END 
* 

* Databases used: 
* C: \FRANK\BACT\ BACTCO. DBF 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\init 

* variable defaults 

STORE ! ' TO Output_dbf 
STORE ' *" TO LastName2 
STORE 0 TO tnz 
STORE 117 TO Num_Files 

* Get information 

@ 7, 5 SAY "Output Database: " 
@ 7, 22 GET Output_dbf 

READ 

@ 9, 1 

IF Output_dbf == ' 
RETURN 

ENDIF 

* Manipulate the variables a little 

STORE alltrim(Output_dbf) + '.dbf' TO Output_dbf 
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* Output database 
SELECT 1 
USE c:\frank\bact\bactco 
COPY structure TO &Output_dbf 
USE &Output_dbf ALIAS bd 

Open data file with the list of BACT????.DBF 
databases to merge. Note this must be 
created manually with the following DOS 
command: 
dir > files.dat 

It can also be created with the FoxPro command: 
dir to file files.dat 

Then edit the file and cut of the top 
and bottom (everything but the BACT????.DBF 
files). * 
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STORE FOPEN("files.dat", 10) TO TheFile 

FOR x = 1 TO Num Files 

* Open the BACT????7.DBF database. 

STORE 0 to lnz 
STORE FGETS (TheFile) TO CurrentFile 
STORE RTRIM(LEFT (CurrentFile, 8)) TO FileName 
STORE PADR(SUBSTR(FileName, 5, 4), 4) to The Map 
2? "Map: [" + The Map + "]" 
store FileName + ".DBF"” to FullName 

IF file('&FullName') 
SELECT 2 

USE &FullName ALIAS input 
? LTRIM(STR(x)) + "->" + FullName 

ELSE 

? "Cannot find [" + FullName + "]. Skipping to next one..." 
LOOP 

ENDIF 

* Data base is open now take values and put 
* into new database. 

* Start loop from first record 

SCAN 

STORE input->date TO The_Date 

* Determine season 

STORE month(The_Date) TO The Month 

IF The Month >= 1 .AND. The Month <= 3 
* Winter 
STORE 'W' TO The Seas 

ENDIF 
IF The Month >= 4 .AND. The Month <= 6 

* Spring 
STORE 'P' TO The_Seas 

ENDIF 
IF The Month >= 7 .AND. The Month <= 9 

* Summer 
STORE 'S' TO The_Seas 

ENDIF 
IF The Month >= 10 .AND. The Month <= 12 

* Fall 
STORE 'F' TO The Seas 

ENDIF 

* Start loop from first field 

FOR fnum = 3 to fcount() 
STORE upper (field(fnum) ) TO The_Field 
STORE &The Field TO The_mpn 
STORE substr(The Field, 3) TO The_Stat 
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* Now put this info into the output 
* database file. 

SELECT 2 

IF The_mpn = 0 
STORE Inz + 1 to Inz 
STORE tnz + 1 to tnz 

ELSE 

* Add new record 

SELECT 1 
APPEND blank 

* Modify the values 

STORE strtran(The Stat, '_', '.') TO The Stat 
STORE val (The Stat) TO The Val 
IF The Val >= 1 .AND. The_Val < 10 
STORE 'O' + The Stat TO The_ Stat 

ENDIF 
IF left (The Stat,1) == '.' 
STORE '0' + The Stat TO The Stat 

ENDIF 

* Fix “negative” station names 

STORE len(The Stat) TO Stat Len 
IF right(The_Stat, 1) == '.? 
STORE '-' + substr(The Stat, 1, Stat_Len - 1} TO The_Stat 

ENDIF 

* Make unified name 

STORE The Map + ':' + The_Stat TO The_Name2 

* Replace values in new database. 
REPLACE bd->name2 WITH The_Name2 
REPLACE bd->date WITH The_Date 
REPLACE bd->season WITH The_Seas 
REPLACE bd->mapname WITH The Map 
REPLACE bd->station WITH The Stat 
REPLACE bd->mpn WITH The_mpn 
REPLACE bd->lmpn WITH 1log10(The_mpn) 
SELECT 2 

ENDIF 
ENDFOR 

ENDSCAN 

? “Number of zeros this file: " + LTRIM(STR(lnz)) 
* WAIT 

ENDFOR 

FCLOSE (TheFile) 

? "Number of zeros total: " + LTRIM(STR(tnz)) 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\end 

MAKESTST.prg: 
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 Program to make summary statistics based 

on station by season. 

Subroutines called: 
C: \FRANK\ FOXPRO\ STATSTAT 
C: \FRANK\ FOXPRO\ INIT 
C: \ FRANK\ FOXPRO\END 

Databases used: 

C: \FRANK\ORIGINAL\BACTSTCO 
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PARAMETERS Input_dbf, Output_dbf 

* Store the number of parameters passed because 
* the information is lost when calling INIT. 

STORE parameters() TO num_psd 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\init 

* variable defaults 

IF num_psd < 1 
STORE ' ' TO Input_dbf 

ENDIF 
IF num_psd < 2 
STORE ' ' TO Output_dbf 

ENDIF 
STORE ' ' TO LastName 

* Get information 

@ 5, 5 SAY “Input Database: " 
@ 5, 22 GET Input_dbf 

@€ 7, 5S SAY “Output Database: " 
@ 7, 22 GET Output_dbf 

IF num_psd < 2 
READ 

ENDIF 

@ 9, 1 

IF Input_dbf == ' ' 
RETURN 

ENDIF 

* Manipulate the variables a little 

STORE alltrim(Input_dbf) + '.dbf' TO Input_dbf 
STORE alltrim(Output_dbf) + '.dbf’' TO Output_dbf 

* Input database 
SELECT 1 
USE &Input_dbf ALIAS bact 

* Output database 
SELECT 2 
USE C:\frank\original\bactstco.dbf 
COPY STRUCTURE TO &Output_dbf 
USE &Output_dbf ALIAS stat 

SELECT 1 

* Begin loop which goes through each station 

DO WHILE !EOF() 
STORE bact->map TO TheMap 
STORE bact->station TO TheStat 
STORE bact->name TO TheName 

IF LastName == TheName 

LOOP 

ELSE 
* Add new record to output database 
SELECT 2 

APPEND blank 
* Add count to last set of stations 
REPLACE stat->map WITH TheMap 
REPLACE stat->station WITH TheStat 
REPLACE stat->name WITH TheName 

? TheName + ' - ' 

* Call subroutine to calculate statistics 
DO C:\FRANK\FOXPRO\statstat 
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STORE TheName TO LastName 

SELECT 1 
ENDIF 

ENDDO 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\end 

MATCH _prg: 

program to match fields from the input 
database and place them into the output 
database. This program must be manually 
changed for the input and output files. 
Asking for the names was not deemed 
necesary because the match fields depend 
on the input and output files and would 
have to be changed in the program anyway. 
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DO c:\frank\foxpro\init 

* Output database - Change if necesary 
SELECT 1 
USE bactes alias output 

* Input database - Change if necesary 
SELECT 2 
USE es 
INDEX ON NAME TO The idx 
use es index The_idx alias input 

SELECT 1 

SCAN 
* Matching field(s) 
STORE output->name to The name 
STORE output->date to The date 

The name + ' [' 
? The_date 
?'):! WW

 
AV
 

SELECT 2 
FIND &The_name 

* SELECT 1 

IF found() 
2? 'found.' 
* Fields to replace 
REPLACE output->water with input->water 
REPLACE output->k with input->perm 
REPLACE output->dhdl with input->gradient 
REPLACE output->distance with input->distance 
REPLACE output->pasture with input->pasture 
REPLACE output->agricult with input->agric 
REPLACE output->town with input->urban 

ELSE 
?? ' not found!’ 
select 1 
DELETE 

ENDIF 

ENDSCAN 

ERASE file The_idx.idx 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\end 

MERGECTY prg: 
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Program to merge two county data files 
into one. 

Subroutines used: 
C:\FRANK\ FOXPRO\INIT 
C: \FRANK\ FOXPRO\END 

Databases used: 
COUNTIES 
FITCTY * 
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DO c:\frank\foxpro\init 

SET exact ON 

* variable defaults 

STORE 'COUNTIES' TO Output_dbf 
STORE 'N! TO Clear It 

* Get information 

@ 7, 5 SAY "Output Database: " 
@ 7, 28 GET Output_dbf 

@ 9, 5 SAY "Clear Output Database: " 
@ 9, 28 GET Clear It PICTURE "L" FUNCTION "!" 

READ 

@il, 1 

IF Output_dbf == ' ' 
RETURN 

ENDIF 

* Manipulate the variables a little 

STORE alltrim(Output_dbf) + '.dbf' TO Output_dbf 

* Output database 
SELECT 1 
IF FILE (Output. dbf) 

? "Opening and indexing ' + Output_dbf + '...' 
USE &Output dbf 
ERASE Temp_idx.idx 
INDEX ON county TO Temp_idx 
USE &Output_dbf INDEX Temp_idx ALIAS output 
?? ' done.' 

ELSE 
? Output_dbf + ' not found.' 
DO C:\FRANK\FOXPRO\end 
RETURN 

ENDIF 

IF Clear It == 'yY' 
? ‘Clearing ‘' + Output_dbf + '...' 
REPLACE ALL output->county WITH ' 
?2 'done.' 

ENDIF 

* Input database 
SELECT 2 
USE fitcty 
INDEX on county TO Temp _2 
USE fitcty INDEX Temp _2 ALIAS input 

SELECT 2 

SCAN 
STORE input->county TO icounty 

SELECT 1 

* Print out update of progress and find 
* name in STATIONS 
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? Lcoounty 

FIND é&icounty 
IF found ({)} 
?? ' located.’ 
REPLACE output~>samples WITH input-~>count 
REPLACE output~->constant WITH input->constant 
REPLACE output->slope WITH input~>slope 

ELSE 
?? * not located.' 
LOOP 

ENDIF 

SELECT 2 

ENDSCAN 

bo ¢:\frank\foxpro\end 

ERASE Temp_2.idx 
ERASE Temp _idx.idx 

ONE. prg: 

Program to take only one instance of a 
station from the input file and place into 
the output database which must have a 
NAME2 field. This allows the input field 
to be matched with output from Systat. t 
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DO c:\frank\foxpro\init 

* variable defaults 

STORE 'bactsort' TO Input dbf 
1 STORE * TO Output_dbf 

STORE ' ‘ TO LastName2 
STORE 0 TO The Count 

* Get information 

@ 5, 5 SAY "Input Database: " 
@ 5S, 22 GET Input_dbf 

@ 7, 5 SAY "Output Database: *” 
@ 7, 22 GET Output_dbf 

READ 

@ 9, 1 

IF Input_dbf == ' 
RETURN 

ENDIF 

* Manipulate the variables a little 

STORE alltrim(Input_dbf) + '.dbf' TO Input_dbf 
STORE alltrim(Output_dbf) + '.dbf' TO Output_dbf 

* Input database 
SELECT 1 
USE &Input_dbf ALIAS bact 

* Output database 
SELECT 2 
USE &Output_dbf ALIAS stat 

SELECT 1 

SCAN 
STORE bact->name2 TO bname2 

CALCULATE cnt(} WHILE bact->name2 == bname2 TO The Count 
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* Add new record to BACTSTAT.dbf 

SELECT 2 

REPLACE stat~->name2 WITH bname2 
? “New record [" + bname2 + "] added" 
2? "with " + alltrim(str(The_Count)) + " data points." 
SKIP 

STORE bname2 TO Last_Name2 

SELECT 1 

ENDSCAN 

bo c:\frank\foxpro\end 

RAINEVT.prg: 

Program to fill the RAIN field in 
output database to include the amount of 
rain prior to the sample collection. 
It is faster to have sorted the output 
database by date beforehand. 

Subroutines used: 
C:\FRANK\FOXPRO\INIT 

C: \FRANK\ FOXPRO\END 

Databases used: - 
C:\FRANK\HYDRO\ RAIN + 
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DO C:\frank\foxpro\init 

SET exact ON 

* variable defaults 

STORE ' ' TO Input dbf 
STORE ' ' TO Output dbf 
STORE 'Y' TO Clear It 
STORE 2 TO Num_Days 

* Get information 

@ 7, 5S SAY “Output Database: " 
@ 7, 28 GET Output_dbf 

@ 
@ 

9, 5 SAY “Clear Output Database: " 
9, 28 GET Clear_It PICTURE “L" FUNCTION "!" 

@ 11, 5 SAY "Number of days: " 
@ 11, 28 GET Num_Days PICTURE "##" 

READ 

@13, 1 

IF Output_dbf == ' 
RETURN 

ENDIF 

* Manipulate the variables a little 

STORE alltrim(Output_dbf) + '.dbf' TO Output_dbf 

* Output database 
SELECT 1 
IF FILE (Output_dbf) 

2? "Opening and indexing ' + Output_dbf + '...' 
USE &Output dbf 
ERASE Temp_idx.idx 
INDEX ON date TO Temp idx 
USE &Output_dbf INDEX Temp_idx ALIAS bact 
2? ' done.’ 
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ELSE 
? Output_dbf + ' not found.' 
DO C:\FRANK\FOXPRO\end 
RETURN 

ENDIF 

? 'Clearing ' + Output_dbf + '...' 
IF Clear It == 'y' 
REPLACE ALL bact->rain WITH 0 

ENDIF 
?? 'done.' 

* Input database 
SELECT 2 
USE C:\FRANK\HYDRO\rain ALIAS rain 

SELECT 2 

SCAN 
STORE rain~>date TO Rain_Date 
STORE rain->map TO This Map 
STORE rain->amount TO The_Amount 

STORE Rain_Date + Num_Days TO Last_Date 

? Rain_Date 
?? ' - ' + This Map +': '' 
?? The Amount 

SELECT 1 

* Try to find a sampling day after the storm. 

FOR x = 0 TO Num_ Days 
STORE Rain_Date + x TO The Date 
SEEK The_Date 
IF found () 
SCAN WHILE bact->date = The Date 
IF bact~>map = This_Map 

* We have a winner 
REPLACE bact->Rain WITH bact->Rain + The Amount 
? e , 

?? bact->date 
2? ct _ t 

?? bact->name 

2? ' now has ' 
?? bact->rain 
?? ' in. of rain.’ 
*WAIT 

ENDIF 
ENDSCAN 

ENDIF 
ENDFOR 

SELECT 2 

ENDSCAN 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\end 

ERASE temp_idx.idx 

REMCHARS preg: 

Program to remove extraneous characters 

in the arcinfo (*.E00) files. 

Subroutines used: 
C: \FRANK\ FOXPRO\ INIT 
C: \FRANK\ FOXPRO\END * 
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DO c:\frank\foxpro\init 

* Open the file for read only. 
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InFile = Fopen('c:\testsoil\essex.e00', 0) 

* Open output file 

OutFile = Fcreate('c:\testsoil\FO57MS1B.E00') 

* Variables 

STORE 0 TO LineCount 

* Begin reading from file 

DO While .NOT. Feof (InFile) 
TheLine = Fgets(InFile) 
STORE LineCount + 1 TO LineCount 
? LineCount 
2? tort 
?? len(rtrim(TheLine) ) 
TranLine = strtran(TheLine, chr(0)) 
Store Rtrim(TranLine) TO NewLine 
2? t—->! 

?? len (NewLine) 
Dummy = Fputs(OutFile, NewLine) 

ENDDO 

t
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'There were ' + alltrim(str(LineCount)) + ' lines read.' 

* Close the file and exit. 

TheEnd = Fclose(InFile) 
TheEnd = Fcelose(OutFile) 

DO ¢:\frank\foxpro\end 

REMDUP. prg: 

* Program to remove duplicates in the 
* RAIN database. 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\init 

STORE 0 TO nd 

* Input database - change if necesary 
SELECT 1 
USE rainsort ALIAS rain 

DO WHILE !eof () 
STORE rain->date TO date 1 
STORE rain->map TO map 1 
? date 1 ~ 
22? ~ 

?? map_l 

SKIP 

IF eof () 
EXIT 

ENDIF 

STORE rain->date TO date 2 
STORE rain->map TO map 2 

IF date _1 = date 2 .AND. map_1 == map 2 
2? ' duplicate.' 
STORE nd + 1 TO nd 
DELETE 

ENDIF 

ENDDO 

? "Number of deletions : ' 
?? alltrim(str(nd)) 
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*PACK 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\end 

REMONE prg: 

* Program to remove single records in the 
* BACTCO database. 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\init 

STORE 0 TO nd 
STORE 0 TO The Count 
STORE 0 TO Last_Count 
STORE ' ' TO Last_name2 

* Input database - change if necesary 
SELECT 1 
USE bactsort ALIAS bact 

STORE bact->name2 TO last_name2 

SCAN 
STORE bact->name2 TO The_name2 
STORE The_count + 1 TO The_count 

IF The _name2 <> last_name2 
STORE 1 TO The Count 
IF Last _Count = 2 .AND. !BOF() 
GO recno() - l 
DELETE 
? Last_Name2 + ' is outta there!' 
STORE 1 TO The_Count 
STORE nd + 1 TO nd 
SKIP 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

STORE The_name2 TO Last_name2 
STORE The_Count TO Last _Count 

ENDSCAN 

>? "Total Number of deletions : ' 
?? alltrim(str(nd)) 

* PACK 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\end 

SALEVT.prg: 

Program to fill the SALINITY field in 
the input database to include the 
salinity information at sampling time. 
Also, to fill in the TEMP field with 
temperature information. 

Subroutines used: 
C:\FRANK\ FOXPRO\INIT 
C: \FRANK\ FOXPRO\END 

Databases used: 
C:\FRANK\ FOXPRO\ SALINITY. DBF * 
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DO C:\frank\foxpro\init 

SET exact ON 

SET decimals TO 2 

* variable defaults 

STORE ' ' TO Input_dbf 
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STORE ' * TO Output_dbf 
STORE ' ' TO LastName2 
STORE 'N' TO Clear It 

* Get information 

@ 7, 5 SAY "Output Database: " 
@ 7, 22 GET Output_dbf 

@ 9, 5 SAY "Clear Output Database: " 
@ 9, 28 GET Clear It PICTURE "L" FUNCTION "!" 

READ 

@i11, i 

IF Output_dbf == ' ' 
RETURN 

ENDIF 

* Manipulate the variables a little 

STORE alltrim(Output_dbf) + '.dbf' TO Output_dbf 

* Input file 
SELECT 1 
USE c:\frank\hydro\salinity ALIAS sal 

* Output file 
2? 'Opening and indexing ' + Output_dbf + '...' 
SELECT 2 
USE &Qutput_dbf 
INDEX ON date TO tempidx 
USE &Output dbf INDEX tempidx ALIAS bact 
2? 'done.' — 
*WAIT 

? "Clearing ' + Output_dbf + '...' 
IF Clear It == 'yY' 
REPLACE ALL bact~>salinity WITH 0 
REPLACE ALL bact->temp WITH 0 

ENDIF 
?? ‘done.’ 

SELECT 1 

* Start scan of all records in input file. 
DO WHILE !eof () 
STORE sal~>date TO Sal_Date 
STORE sal->map TO Sal Map 
CALCULATE avg(salinity), avg(temp) while Sal_Date = sal->date .AND. 

Sal->map TO Mean_Sal, Mean_Temp 

? Sal_Date 
2? ' = ' + Sal Map + ' : Salinity - '' 
?? str(Mean Sal, 5, 2) + ' Temp - '' 
2? str(Mean Temp, 6, 2) 

SELECT 2 

SEEK Sal_ Date 

SCAN WHILE Sal Date = bact->date 
IF Bact->Map = Sal Map 

* We have a winner 
REPLACE bact->Salinity WITH Mean_Sal 
REPLACE bact->temp WITH Mean Temp 

’ 

Bact->Date 
t —_ t 

Bact->Name 
' now has ' 
str(Mean_Sal, 5, 2) 
' salinity and ' 
str(Mean_ Temp, 6, 2) 

2? ' temperature.' 
ENDIF 
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ENDSCAN 

SELECT 1 

ENDDO 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\end 

ERASE tempidx.idx 

SECEVT.prg: 

Program to fill the SECCHI field in 
the input database to include the 
average secchi depth at sampling time. 

Subroutines used: 
C:\FRANK\ FOXPRO\ INIT 

C: \FRANK\ FOXPRO\END * 
&€ 
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DO C:\frank\foxpro\init 

SET exact ON 

SET decimals TO 2 

* variable defaults 

STORE ' ' TO Output_dbf 
STORE ' ' TO LastName2 
STORE ‘N' TO Clear It 

* Get information 

@ 7, 5 SAY "Output Database: " 
@ 7, 22 GET Output_dbf 

@ 9, 5 SAY "Clear Output Database: " 
@ 9, 28 GET Clear _It PICTURE "L" FUNCTION "!" 

READ 

@il1i, 1 

IF Output_dbf == ' 
RETURN 

ENDIF 

* Manipulate the variables a little 

STORE alltrim(Output_dbf) + '.dbf' TO Output_dbf 

* Input file 
SELECT 1 

USE secsort ALIAS sec 

* Output file 
? "Opening and indexing ' + Output_dbf + '...' 
SELECT 2 
USE &Output_dbf 
INDEX ON date TO tempidx 
USE &Output dbf INDEX tempidx ALIAS bact 
2? 'done.' — 
*WAIT 

IF Clear It == 'Y' 
? ‘Clearing ' + Output dbf + '...' 
REPLACE ALL bact->secchi WITH 0 
?? 'done.' 

ENDIF 

SELECT 1 

* Start scan of all records in input file. 
DO WHILE !eof {) 
STORE sec~>date TO Sec Date 
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STORE sec~>map TO Sec Map 
CALCULATE avg(depth) while Sec Date = sec->date .AND. sec Map = sec->map TO 

Mean_sec 

? Sec_Date 
2? ' - ' + sec Map + ' : Salinity - '' 
?? str(Mean_sec, 5, 2) 

SELECT 2 

SEEK Sec_Date 

SCAN WHILE Sec Date = bact->date 
IF Bact->Mapname = Sec Map 

* We have a winner 

REPLACE bact->secchi WITH Mean_sec 
> ' t 

?? Bact~->Date 
?? t - 1 

?? Bact->Name2 
22? ' now has ! 

?? str(Mean_sec, 5, 2) 
?? ' secchi depth. ' 

ENDIF 
ENDSCAN 

SELECT 1 

ENDDO 

DO ¢c:\frank\foxpro\end 

ERASE tempidx.idx 

SHOWSTRU prg: 

Program to print out all fields associated 
with the database files 

by Frank Schima 
4/9/93 

Subroutines used: 
C: \FRANK\ FOXPRO\ INIT 

C: \FRANK\ FOXPRO\END 

Data files used: 
FILES. DAT 

STRUC. TXT e
t
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DO c:\frank\foxpro\init 

* Open data files 

STORE FOPEN("files.dat", 10) TO TheFile 
STORE FCREATE ({"struc.txt") TO OutFile 

FOR x = 1 TO 117 

STORE FGETS (TheFile) TO CurrentFile 
STORE RTRIM(LEFT (CurrentFile, 8)) TO FileName 
STORE RTRIM(SUBSTR(FileName, 5, 4)) to tx 

* 2? "Map: [" + tx + "]" 
store FileName + ".DBF" to FullName 

if file('&FullName') 
select 2 
use &FullName 
? LTRIM(STR(x)) + "=>" + FullName 
Temp = FPUTS(OutFile, LTRIM(STR(x)) + "->”" + FullName) 

else 
? “Cannot find [" + FullName + "]. Skipping to next one..." 
loop 
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endif 

* Data base is open now display structure to a file 

for fnum = 3 to fcount() 
* 2? "field:" + ltrim(str(fnum)) 
* ? field(fnum) 
* store field(fnum) to TheField 
* 2? &TheField 

* Now put this info into the BACT.dbf 
* database file. 
Temp = FPUTS(OutFile, field(fnum) ) 
* ? "Bytes written = " + ltrim(str(Temp)) 

ENDFOR 

ENDFOR 

FCLOSE (TheFile) 
FCLOSE (Out File) 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\end 

STATSTAT.prg: 

* Subroutine to calculate the statistics for 
* a single station. This subroutine creates 
* and erases the temporary database TEMPBASE.dbf 
oo 

* Called by: makestst.prg 

* Attempt to temporary database if it exists 
ERASE tempbase.dbf 

SELECT 1 
COPY to tempbase while bact->name = TheName 

* For all seasons combined 
SELECT 3 
USE tempbase 

2? 'T! 

CALCULATE all CNT(), AVG(lmpn), AVG(mpn), min(mpn), max(mpn), STD(mpn), STD(1lmpn) 
TO fpc, almpn, ampn, minmpn, maxmpn, sdmpn, sdlmpn 

SELECT 2 

REPLACE stat->tcount WITH fpc 
REPLACE stat->tmin WITH minmpn 
REPLACE stat->tmean WITH ampn 
REPLACE stat->timean WITH 10“almpn 
REPLACE stat-~->tmax WITH maxmpn 
REPLACE stat->tsd WITH sdmpn 
REPLACE stat~>tlsd WITH 10*sdimpn 

* For Winter 
SELECT 3 

2? 'W! 

CALCULATE all CNT(), AVG(lmpn), AVG(mpn), min(mpn), max(mpn), STD(mpn), STD(lmpn) 
for SEASON == 'W' TO fpc, almpn, ampn, minmpn, maxmpn, sdmpn, sdlmpn 

SELECT 2 

REPLACE stat->wcount WITH fpc 
REPLACE stat->wmin WITH minmpn 
REPLACE stat->wmean WITH ampn 
REPLACE stat->wlmean WITH 10*almpn 
REPLACE stat->wmax WITH maxmpn 
REPLACE stat~->wsd WITH sdmpn 
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REPLACE stat->wlsd WITH 10*sdlmpn 

* For Spring 
SELECT 3 

2? "PS 

CALCULATE all CNT(), AVG(lmpn), AVG(mpn), min(mpn), max(mpn), STD(mpn), STD(1mpn: 
FOR SEASON == 'P' TO fpc, almpn, ampn, minmpn, maxmpn, sdmpn, sdlmpn 

SELECT 2 

REPLACE stat->pcount WITH fpc 
REPLACE stat~>pmin WITH minmpn 
REPLACE stat->pmean WITH ampn 
REPLACE stat->plmean WITH 10*%almpn 
REPLACE stat—->pmax WITH maxmpn 
REPLACE stat~>psd WITH sdmpn 
REPLACE stat->plsd WITH 10*sdlmpn 

* For Summer 

SELECT 3 

2? 'S' 

CALCULATE all CNT(), AVG(lmpn), AVG(mpn), min(mpn}, max(mpn), STD(mpn), STD(1mpn) 
FOR SEASON == 'S' TO fpc, almpn, ampn, minmpn, maxmpn, sdmpn, sdimpn 

SELECT 2 

REPLACE stat->scount WITH fpc 
REPLACE stat->smin WITH minmpn 
REPLACE stat->smean WITH ampn 
REPLACE stat->slmean WITH 10*almpn 
REPLACE stat->smax WITH maxmpn 
REPLACE stat->ssd WITH sdmpn 
REPLACE stat->slsd WITH 10*sdlmpn 

* For Fall 
SELECT 3 

7? 'F! 

CALCULATE all CNT(}, AVG(lmpn), AVG(mpn), min(mpn), max(mpn), STD(mpn), STD(1lmpn) 
FOR SEASON == ‘'F! TO fpc, almpn, ampn, minmpn, maxmpn, sdmpn, sdlmpn 

SELECT 2 

REPLACE stat->fcount WITH fpc 
REPLACE stat->fmin WITH minmpn 
REPLACE stat->fmean WITH ampn 
REPLACE stat->flmean WITH 10°almpn 
REPLACE stat->fmax WITH maxmpn 
REPLACE stat->fsd WITH sdmpn 
REPLACE stat->flsd WITH 10*sdlmpn 

SELECT 3 
USE 

ERASE tempbase.dbf 

TIDEEVT._prg: 

* Program to fill the TIDE field in 
* the input database to include the 
* tide information at sampling time. 
*” 

* Subroutines used: 
* C: \FRANK\ FOXPRO\ INIT 
* C:\ FRANK\ FOXPRO\END 

DO C:\frank\foxpro\init 

SET exact ON 
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STORE 0 TO cnbm 
STORE 0 TO ml 
STORE 0 TO fml 
STORE 0 TO m2 

* Output file - Change if necesary 
SELECT 1 
USE bactco ALIAS bact 

* Input file 
SELECT 2 

USE tidesort ALIAS tide 

SELECT 1 

* Start scan of all records in input file. 
SCAN 
STORE bact->date TO bdate 
STORE bact->mapname TO bmap 
STORE bact->station TO bstat 
STORE bact~>name2 TO bname2 
STORE val (bstat) TO bval 

? bname2 
7? fos ? 
?? bdate 

SELECT 2 

SET filter TO tide->map = bmap .AND. tide->date = bdate 

GO top 

IF EOF() THEN 
?? *' could not be matched.' 
STORE cnbm + 1 TO cnbm 

SELECT 1 
LOOP 

ENDIF 

STORE tide->station TO tstatl 
STORE tide->code TO tcodel 
STORE val (tstatl) TO tvali 

IF bval <= tvall THEN 

?? ' matched 1. ' 

REPLACE bact->tide WITH tcodel 
STORE ml + 1 TO ml 
SELECT 1 
LOOP 

ENDIF 

* The station was greater than the first tide station 
* matched, so try the second. 
SKIP 

IF !EOF() THEN 

STORE tide->station TO tstat2 
STORE tide->code TO tcode2 
STORE val (tstatl) TO tval2 

?? ' matched 2.' 
REPLACE bact->tide WITH tcode2 
STORE m2 + 1 TO m2 
SELECT 1 
LOOP 

ELSE 
?? ' force matched 1.' 
REPLACE bact->tide WITH tcodel 
STORE fml + 1 TO fml 
SELECT 1 
LOOP 

ENDIF 

ENDSCAN 

? 
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? 'Totals:' 
? ' Matched 1 : ' 
?? mi 
? ' Forced match 1: ' 
2? fmil 
? ' Matched 2 : ' 
?? m2 
? *' No match : 7 
?? cnbm 

DO c:\frank\foxpro\end 
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Appendix C - Additional Bacteria MPN Statistics 

Table 32: Bacteria MPN statistics by year 

Year Count Min Mean Max Deviation | Median 

9 

  
Table 33: log(bacteria MPN) statistics by year 

Year Count Min | Mean | Max | Deviation | Median 

0. 
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Table 34: Bacteria MPN statistics by map 

es 
Deviation 
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Table 34: Bacteria MPN statistics by map (continued) 

es 
Deviation 
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Table 34: Bacteria MPN statistics by map (continued) 

Deviation 
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Table 35: Log(bacteria MPN) statistics by map 

es 
Deviation 
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Table 35: Log(bacteria MPN) statistics by map (continued) 

Deviation 
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Table 35: Log(bacteria MPN) statistics by map (continued) 

Deviation 
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